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The attached was returned in
the President's outbox today
and is forwarded ·to you for
you1--����rappropriate
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CITY OF HARTFORD

'

550 MAIN STREET
•

HARTFORD. CONNECTICUT 06103

;;

Councilmen

Clerk
Robert J Gallivan

Nicholas R. Carbone...oi�.._..
William A. DiRella

L. Gardner
F. (;arry, Jr.
Roberr F. l.udgin

Sidnoy

Roberr

Raymond Monreiro
Margaret V. Tedone

July 10, 1979

Olga W. Thompson
Mildrod

S. Torres

President Jimmy Carter
Camp David, Maryland

Dear Mr.

Electrost2!t8c Ccpy MMol!t
�
for Preservation Pu

President:

Your Urban Policy acknowledged that many of our cities are in crisis.
Inflation
forming
ship

driven by energy costs and structural unemployment are trans

the crisis into human tragedy.

To provide the forceful leader

that is necessary to restore credibility and reduce unnecessary

suffering, it is imperative that we address four issues:
energy;

the availability of home heating oil;

government and its relationship to the oil

the cost of

the .credibility of the

industry;

and, the need for

America to harness the underutilized manpower resources of its people
to assist in meeting this energy crisis through conservation.
Every American's life style will undergo significant changes because
of the energy crisis.
It is the obligation of the government to ensure
that the burden of this fundamental change in our society is not borne
disportionately by the elderly, youth, poor and the working poor.

In

Hartford, a northeastern city of 140,000 people, we have attempted to
quantify the problem.
Predicated on the assumption that home heating
oil will

increase in cost from an average of 57¢

season to 90¢
rates,

a gallon in the past

a gallon and, that there will be a 12%

energy costs this winter will increase 70%

increase in electric

for our residents.

Oil price increases alone will mean to our citizens a minimum loss of
over

$11 million in purchasing power.

(Figu�e 1)

This shift will place an extrao:r:dinary burden on those surviving on
limited or fixed incomes.
This winter, we estimate that over 50%
of Hartford's elderly will pay between 25% and 57% of their entire
annual income on energy costs.
(Figure-2) For the approximately 12,000
households on welfare, the problem will be equally severe.
Welfare
recipients have utility costs included in the State's unrealistically

.
President JilTh'llY
July
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10, 1979
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low rent allowan9e.
with

exploding

or absorb

them.

Trapped by Connecticut's

recipients

simply will not have the

Landlords,

who have slim or non-existent

unable to
occupied
last

$135

flat

increased costs.
are equally

profit margins,

For example,

in a non-owner 

the landlord will be faced with a bill

a month more during the heating

year's costs.

grant welfare system,

resources to pay

bare significant new costs.
four family house,

averaging

landlords faced

As the heating season begins,

energy costs must either pass them on to needy tenants,

season in addition to

lm11 income renters in
Hartford is a choice between eating or non-payment of rent; and, for
landlords,

severe financial losses,

ment of the
year,
from

the

752

to

or more

1,280,

aware,

year's

or

fq%;due

in large part to energy costs.

The

State of Connecticut's appropriation for

6.4%

Based on the funding level

Sub-committee on Energy Assistance Programs,

has an energy assistance shortfall of
by either the

In the last

federal energy assistance has been reduced to 10%

level.

proposed by the
only

massive abandon

of abandoned housing units in Hartford has increased

energy assistance has remained constant.

words,

probably

only housing stock available to the poor.

number

As· you are
of last

The inevitable outcome for

$7,712,671.

of the funds needed in

Hartford

State or Federal government.

(Figure�}

In other

have been appropriated

Therefore,

assistance allocation is required to guarantee a

Hartford

a massive fuel

life-line allocation

to the

poor, the elderly and the ·working poor.
Clearly these figures
urge the President to immediately order a mobilization of our cities
and towns

a new

to determine their exact level of unmet needs.

need

Faced \vith

we must derive new definitions of eligibility and levels of

assistance based on income and minimal BTU
cular structure.

requirements for a parti

Many in need who do not directly pay for energy are

presently ineligible for any program.

Lacking

definitive information,

we could only speculate at a time that mandates action.
Moreover,

I am concerned about the impact of limited fuel availability

on the city and its residents.
allocations is at best murky,
government action,

National information about potential
As

allocations tighten,

and without

those with the least purchasing power will be those

In Hartford, 9 minority fuel dealers supply 90%
heating oil to the 4,500 housing units in our poorest neighbor
All of these minority fuel dealers are dependent on secondary

who suffer most.
of the
hoods.

market distributions.

In other words,

not a single dealer in Hartford

has a guarantee of supplies adequate to meet the needs of clients and
of his business.

Minority entrepreneurs may be forced out of business

by a combination of lack of reliable supply and critical cash flow
problems
ment.

caused by delayed payments from the needy or from the govern-

The

government must guarantee primary source allocations to

minority entrepreneurs and small businessmen to ensure that their
companies

and their clients are not disportionately

limitations in the supply of home

heating

punished by

oil this winter.

President Jimmy Carter
July 10, 1979
Page Three

Given short or uneven supply,

we must act together to sustain the

American people's faith in the government's ability to manage a
critical public resource controlled entirely by massive privately held
corporations.
The government must mandate that clear, timely, and
reliable information be made available concerning prices, supply,
distribution and profits.
Finally, and perhaps most importantly, every American has a funda
mental right to a job.
The tragedy of structural unemployment is
only exacerbated by the growing unmet energy needs that unemployed
workers could address.
Our unemployed workers could winterize our
nation's homes, they could grow food in a less costly and more energy
efficient manner, they can assist in the production of gasohol or
engage in a WPA like reconstruction of our wasted hydro-electric
r·1:oreover, the concept of solar
energy has enormous potential
capacity.
for new job creation.
·

In Hartford and other cities, I believe a public-private partnership
can utilize private sector entrepreneurial expertise with public
subsidy to both provide winterization services and create new jobs
lvhile this would require a public subsidy equiva
for city residents.
lent to the cost of Public Service Employment, the additional return
to the nation would be a significant reduction in energy required.
We can begin with the single family home which comprise 11.5% of the
The benefits of this form
housing stock yet use 26% of our energy.
of job creation are clear \vhen compared with the $40,000 required in
capital required to create a new manufacturing job, or the enormous
capital resources required in the construction of nuclear power plants.
In addition, the California Public Center for Public Policy estimated
that, if 75% of the homes in California were retrofitted for solar
space heating, and if 100% of the new residents required solar space
heating and water heating, over 375,000 jobs could be created in a 10year period.
Joint public, private initiatives are required to dra
matically reduce our energy demands and simultaneously support public
job creation.
Regardless of the often justified criticism of the CETA
system, public employment has worked, continues to work, arid can assist
as a cornerstone of a national energy and full employment program.
In conclusion, Mr. President, I am honored to have the opportunity
to present these thoughts to you on the energy crisis confronting our
country.
You are the first President who has attempted to e stablish
both a comprehensive national urban policy and a comprehensive national
energy policy.
Our task together now is to blend the hard realities
of the energy crisis with the compassion necessary to sustain our
national commitment to justice and equity.

Respectfully,

�1�
�
;�

i holas.R. Carbone
Deputy J.lrlayor

NRC/nm

...
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EXAHPLES OF NEED

I.

The working poor family living in a multi-family dwelling making
$10,500 a year will be spending 17% of their: income during the
heating season for energy.

Even the middle

class family living

in a single family house will be spending 16% of their income
during the heating season.
An individual making $7,500 living
in 2-3 room apartment will be spending 20% of his income during
heating season.

II.

If we in Hartford have a winter 5%

colder than the average

it will cost our residents over $1,500,000 mor�.

-

(Figure 5)

III.

26% of our heating· oil is consum�d by the single family house
that makes up only 11.5% of our ·housing stock.
(Figure 6)

IV.

The cost of residential energy will be at least 70% more for·.
residents using heating oil no matter how big or little the rooms.

v.

The cost of energy in 4-5 room apartments will be nearly $100 a
month when annualized.
(Figure 8-9)

Figure I

Increased Costs to Hartford Consumers
, �OIL ONLY

\ '-1979.,.80

"1'978.,;79
Gallons used

33,862,400

a

57,0¢

Cost per gallon
Total Cost

$ 19,301,568

Increased Cost
to Consumers

$ 11,174,592

Av�raae per unit
277,28

(yeRr)
Average per unit
(month)

$

23.10

Average per month
(Nov-March season)$

42.70

a
33,862,400
90,0¢
$ 30,476,160

FI.GUR.E ·2
ENERGY

Elderly Population
Elderly Homeowners
Elderly Renters

2 4,325
6,2 40
8,138

(26%)
(33%)

1 4,378

(59%)·

IMPACT ON HARTFORD ELDERLY

Paying Own Heating
Costs
Total Elderly Paying
Heating Costs

PERCENTAGE OF INCOME TO'VJARD ENERGY COST
BY UNIT SIZE
AVERAGE
Yearly

INCOME
Monthly

2-3 Room
b
$81.38a:
123.67

4-5 Room
b
1 46.97
$96.22a:

SINGLE FAMILY HOUSE

$183.3la:

301.73b.

·$1800

$ 150

5 4%

82%

6 4%

98%

122%

201%

$3000

$ 250

33%

49%

38%1.

59%

73%

120%

$3828

c
$ 319 ·

26%

39%

30%

46%

' 57%

95%

$4200

$ 350

23%

35%

27%

42%

52%

86%

$5 400

$ 450

18%

27%

21%

33%

40%

67%

$7200

$ 600

14

20%

16%

25%

. 30%

50%

a-f.1onthly Annual Average

b-Five Month Peak Usage

c-f'.1edian

Income for Hartford
Elderly

FIGURE 3
1978

�

ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

79

HARTFORD AREA
-�ARTFORD AREA
l978-'Z9 FUNDING- :VU9-80 FUNDING -IN PLACE
_

PROGRAM
EEAP/WEAP (Federal)

�

--

$J7 ,329

$441,211

• '

-

NUMBER OF
CASES RECEIVING ASSISTANCE
(2Q}own Region)(Hartford)
2,344

1,666

71%

1,074

76.

124,000

124�000

1,414

Department of
Income Maintenance

3'14
-. !·--oO'o

314,000 (est)

2,200

Emergency Fuel Bank

20,000

Totals

$ 899,2ll

'$ 495' 329

- 10% Administration

$ 8,208,000

5,958

4,390

74%

55%

Shortfall between recommended funding and funding in place $7,712,671 ��-"'"-�-.--'<Funding in place 6.4�)
'

a; 'same allocation formula is used
� lbased on 1978 fuel oil prices

87.69
142. 72

Funding Proposedbby Sub committee on Energy Assistance Programs
,-;
Total u.s. Funding
$ 3.2 Billionb
(to meet the need of 75% of U.S. residents with �ncomes 125%
/
\
to Connecticut (1.5%)a $48,000,000
and below �- poverty level $500 maximum per__:re_£�pient)
$ 9,120,000

$188.22

Information Not Available

20,0Q6 (est)

% of
1978-7-9

to Hartford (19%)

AVG.DOLLARS
PER CASE

--

EFAP (SCIP) State

·

%
H8R1:FORD

'

./

-'$139.54

FIGURE 4

ENERGY COSTS
AS PERCENTAGE OF GROSS FAMILY INCm.1E
IN

HARTFORD

MULTI-FAMILY
GROSS FAHILY
INCOME
YEARLY

HONTHLY

$2500
3500
4500

$

5500
6500
7500
8500
9500
10,500.
11,500
12,500
13,500
14,500
.17,500
20,000
22,500
25,000
27,500
35,000

208.33
291.66
375.00
458.33
541.66
625.00
708.33
741.66
875.00
958.33
1,041.66
1,125.00
1,208.33
1,458.33
1,666.66
1,875.00
2,083.33
2,291.66

2,916.66

Annualized

Heating

Mo.

Season Avg.

r-1o.

$123.67

$96.22

Avg.

$81.38
39%
28
22
18
15
13
11
. 10
9
8
8
7
7
6
5
4
4
3.5
3

SINGLE FAMILY
. --6-7 Room·_

4 - 5 Room

2 - 3 Room

59%
42
33
27
23
20
17
16
14
13
12
11
10

Annualized

46%
33
26
21
18
15
14
12
11
10
9
9
8

8

7

7

6
5

6
6
5
4

5
4
3

Avg.

Heating

Annualized

Heating

Season Avg.

Mo.

Season Avg.

$146.97

$183.31

71%
51

88%
63
49
40

39
32
27
24
21
19
17
15
14
13
12

Avg.

34
29
26
23
21
19
18

$301.73
1-45%
103
81
66
. 56
48
43
38
. 35
32
29
27
25
21

10
9

16
15
13
11

_:18

8

10

16

7
6
5

9
8

14
13
10

6

Fl.GUR,E 5
. ENERGY IHPl\CT
STUDY
\i\TE,A.THER VARI:ABLES9.

A.VEMGE �\TINTER
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6350 Degree Days
6418 Degree Days

(1. 07% colder than normal)
1960.-1961

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

·
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•
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·
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6 8 9 5 Degree Days

(recent extreme
8,6% colder than normal)
This m.e9,sure L% i.ncre9.se/decrea,se :in degree days) equates closely to
actua.l hea.t energy demanda,
I:!; there is a particularly severe winter such
as 1960-1961, it could increase consumption of home heating oil and cor
respondingly. its cost by as much as 8,6%,
A winter 5% colder than average
following im,pact:

(6667,5 degree days)

Aug. Winter
(6350 degree days)
Gallons use
(Hartford)
Cost @ 90¢

would have the

5% colder
(6667.5 degree days)

33,500,007

35,175,007

$30,150,006

$31,657,506

Hartford -

Aug. per Housing Unit

(for winter 5% colder)

Source a:

National Weather Service

Source b:

The New England Energy Consumer

(t)

1,675,000 G.
$1,507,500
41.56 Gal./$ 37.40

.

FIGURE
HARTFORD

6

HOUSING

STOCK

AND
OIL USAGE

%

# of
Type of

Struc-

# of

Structure

tures

Units

=

of

Total
Units

# of
Oil Heated
Units

# of Gal.

Gal. Req.

Req. per

per Nov. -

Season

Harch

Single Family

6,445

6,445

11.5

4,640

c
8,639,866

6,652,696

Two Family

3,214

6,428

11.5

4,628

d
3,692,587

2,843,292

Three Family

3,118

9,354

16.7

6,735

5,373,722

4-49. Units

1,857

30,241

54.0

21,774

50 or More

46

3,506

6.3

2,524

1,678,258

14,680

55,974

40,301

33,862,401

Total

a

b

100%

City of Hartford Assessor's Office 1978
The

New England· Energy Consumer

Pg. 11

d

. 4,137,766

e
14,477,968

11,148,035

e

1,292,258
26,074,048

c Based· on� average size:of 6-7 rms.
d

II

II

II

II

II

4-5 rms.

e

II

II

II

II

II

2-3 rms.

FIGURE

7

.

ONE YEAR INCREASE
IN RESIDENTIAL ENERGY COSTS
(1978-79 to 1979-80)
COST BY UNIT TYPE
�� -

1979-80

1978-79

Gas
Hot water:-·
.
& Cooking

Electric
(lights):

Gas
Hot water
& Cooking

Electric
(lights)·

%

TOTAL

Inc.

13.44

77.96

75.0

18.08

13.44

81.38

76.0

59.84

19.58

16.80

96.22

75.6

91.82

84.77

21.25

18.48

124.50

73.7

18.00

130.57

139.65

23.50

20.16

183.31

71.1

25.25

19.50

149.70

164.65

25.25

21.84

211.64

70.3

27.25

21.00

169.13

189.53

27.25

23.52

240.30

70.3

TOTAL

Oi l

12.00

58.47

49.96

14.66

18.08

12.00

61.89

49.96

38.17

19.58

15.00

72.75

5-6

54.07

21.25

16.50

4BR

6-7

89.07

23.50

5BR

7-8

104.95

6BR

8-9

120.88

Oil

#BR

Rooms

OBR

1.;,..2

31.81

14.66

lBR

2-3

31.81

2BR

4-5

3BR

'
•
.

Figure

'

8

Residential
Oil

Utility Costs

&

OillC:Gas&Cooking
. b .
__ Electri.c
Total
_& --'

- -•

.!

r;: ;• '._�::�

_

Bedrooms

Rooms

---,�-

Oil

_5-Month

·a
Season
Monthly

_

-

.

!motwater

__

Lights

Monthly

5-Month
�:-Nov-Mar

Total

Average

Yearly

0 Br

1-2

49.86

92.15

14.66

13.44

77.96

120.25

935 '�-522

1 Br

2-3

49.86

92.15

18.08

13.44

81.38

123.67

976.56

2 Br

4-5

59.84

110.59

19.58

16.80

96.22

146.97

1,154.64

3 Br

5-6

84.77

156.67

21.25

18.48

124�50

196.40

1,494.00

Br

6-7

139.65

258.07

34.50

20:16

183.31

301.73

2,199.72

5 Br

7..:...8

164.55

304.09

25.25

21.84

211.64

351.18

2,539.68

6 Br

8-9

189.53

350.25

27.25

23:52

240.30

401.52

2,883.60

4

a)

Based on .90 per gallon

b)

includes latest 6/79 rate increase 12%)

I
'iFIGURE

9

TOTAL UTILITY COST
BASED ON FIGURE

. 8

HONTHLY

1978-79

ANNUAL

1979-80

Increase

$ 58.47

$ 77.96

2.;;.3

$ 61.89

2BR

4-5

3BR

1978,...1979

1979-80

$ 19.49

$ 701.64

$ 935.52

$ 233.88

$ 81.38

$ 19.49

$ 742.68

$ 976,56

$ 233.88

$ 72.75

$ 96.22

$ 23.47

$ 873.00

$1,154.64

5-6

$ 91.82

$ 124.50

$ 32.68

$ 1 ,101.84

$1,494.00

$"392.16

4BR

6-7

$ 130.57

$ 183.31

$ 52.74

$1,566.84

$2,199.72

. $ 632.88

SBR

7-8

$ 149.70

$211.64

$ 61.94

$1,796.40

$2 , 539,68

: $ 743.28

6BR

8-9

' 13
$169.

$240.13

$ 71 . 17

$2 , 029 . 56

$2,883.60

$ 854.04

BR

Rooms

OBR

1-2

1BR

�Increase

:

$ 281.64

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

July 9,
Mr.

'79

President:
Attached is a letter the Vice-President

asked me to get to you.

Richard Lamm gave it

to him Sunday morning of the Governors' Con
ference.
The Vice-President is strongly in favor
of

·inviting Larnm to Camp David,

puts it,
who is,

for Larnm's sake,
of course,

not,

as he

but for Gary Hart

up for re-election and is

not helped by an appearance of hostility be
tween the Administration and Colorado.
My own view is that we can help Hart
without Richard Larnm.

Coming on the heels

of his remarks to the press than he had
"declined" an invitation to Camp David be ....
cause it was a quid pro quo for an endorse
ment vote,

an invitation raises questions

with your loyal supporters in the West --
the Kings,

Babbits,

Judges,

and even Ed

Herschler of Wyoming.
TK
. _,-

/>�;(11

__..----.:-- ---
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•

"
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•

EXECUTIVE CHAMBERS
136 State Capitol
Denver
80203

RICHARD D. LAMM
Governor
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BILL ALEXANDER, M.C.
DEPUTY MAJORITY WHIP

COMMITTEE ON
APPROPRIATIONS

CONGRESS

oftl}e
C)J(niteb State� of0tm�rit(t
July 9,

1979

The Honorable Jimmy Carter
President of the United States
The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue
Washington,

D.C.

Dear Mr. President:
I would like to add my two-bits to the discussion on energy.
Americans can no longer afford to import eight million plus
barrels of oil per day

(8M b/d)

from foreign oil producing

countries costing more than forty-one billion dollars
last year.

($41B)

The 1978 trade deficit was twenty-eight billion

five hundred thousand dollars

($28.5B)

which has produced the

double.digit inflation we are now experiencing.

Based upon

the recent Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries

(OPEC)

price increase the cost to Americans of imported oil in 1979,
is estimated to be about sixty-five billion dollars

($65B)

which is likely to produce a 1979 trade deficit of approximately
fifty billion dollars

($SOB).

anticipate twenty percent

(20%)

If this occurs Americans can
inflation.

Not only are Americans being victimized by the OPEC pricing
policies,

several OPEC countries are using U.S. oil dependence

to hold this Nation a political hostage to achieve their
foreign policy goals,

to-wit:

Nigeria issued a veiled threat

to withhold its oil which supplies the U.S. with nine percent
(9%)

of the supply if the U.S. should recognize the recently

elected Muzorewa government in Zimbabwe Rhodesia,

and,

Saudi

Arabia's Sheik Yamani recently warned that "If the United States
does not force Israel to withdraw from Arab occupied territories
along the West Bank and in the Gaza Strip to provide a homeland
for Palestinians,
consequences."

Americans should be prepared to face the

Dependence on foreign oil has made the United

States vulnerable to these kinds of political intimidation.
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Both economic arid political considerations dictate that the
United States. switch .from an oil based economy to a mixed energy
.economy. Acco � dingl y,� I recommend the following to be considered
as a· part of a: national energy strategy, to-wit':
Crude Oil Savings
Productidni·
in Barrels Per Day
.

';·

....

1)

COAL: ·Maximize coal use in electric utility
piants

1.5

Million

2)

NUCLEAR:
Fully utilize existing nuclear
power H.cilii:ies

1.5

Million

3)

SYNTHETIC FUEL:
Support H.R. 3930, Synthetic
Fuel Development/Defense Production Act
Amendments of 1979,\'passed by the Ho�se
Energy produced from coal
on June 26.
gasification and liquefaction, shale,
lignite, peat, solid waste, and the
conversion of agricultural and other
organic material.

0.5

Million

GASOHOL:
Utilize an average gasoline fuel
mixture containing at least 10 percent
alcohol on a nationwide basis.

0.5

Million

0.5

Million

HYDROELECTRIC:
Improve existing hydroelectric
generating facilities.

0.5

Million

OTHER SOURCES:
Develop energy sources from
wind, ocean thermal, hydrogen, etc.

0.5

Million

4)

5)

6)
7)

SOLAR:

Continue to encourage passive solar
heating and cooling technology devel
opment and applications.

·•

,,
.

July 9, 1979
Page 3

IL

. , . ··

Conservation: .

1)

·

Crude Oil Savings
in Barrels Per Day

TRANSPORTATiON: Func:l" the Inter-City
B�s and -Te�i na1 Program for mid
:'!.sized cities-. (tinder .50,000 population)'
smail· tovms .arid rural communities and
·the': c�untrys:i:de.: Iiriprove the energy
1.5 Million
efficiency of. pri�ate vehicles.
.

. .

.

.

.·

.

·

2)

IMPROVED �NE�GY �FFICIENCIES FOR FARM,
HOME, AND BUSINESS: Provide tax
incentives and low-interest loans
for alcohol-powered farm equipment
and home and business energy
improvements.
TOTAL CRUDE

OIL

SAVINGS

-

-- - - -- - -

-

-

-

-

--

-

1.0

Million

8.0

Million Barrels per day

While it is important to achieve the objectives established by the National
Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA), which" I s�pported, it is manatory
that the Nation somehow break the impasse created when the forces of energy
.production are stopped by the forces of.environmental protection. For every
energy.action there is an equal and opposite environmental preservation
reaction. This stoppage must be resolved.· Therefore, I propose the
establishment of an Emergency Energy Production Board (EEPB) empowered
with_authority similar to the_War Mobilization Board of the ·world War II
era. The EEPB could resolve the present log.;.;.jam that prevents more energy
··production.
·

I am -looking forward to working with
plagues this Nation.

ypu

to resolve the energy crisis that

With warmest personal regards and best wishes, I am

�

�

Sincerely you s,

�

. ..._

4� -..,...1....,.A-"

BILL ALEXANDER
Member of Congress
BA/js

....
· ----

.

'
, _,

. ..

JOHN KENNETH GALBRAITH
HARVARD UNIVERSITY
CAMBRIDGE. MASSACHUSETTS

July 9,
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PRESIDENI' JIMMY CARTER
•

RE:

Immediately Effective Action on E nergy and Prices

The problems faced by the Administration on energy and
prices,

although certainly not minor,

are,

I believe,

less difficult than is commonly supposed.

That is

because past effort has extensively substituted simulated
action for real action,

theoretical promise for practical

effect,

and it has regularly yielded to ideological and
theological fears.
Hhat I am suggesting reflects, I
believe,

a solid pragmatism.

before.

I have been responsible for administering several

And it has all been done

of these measures in the past; and I have been closely
I venture the

associated with nearly all of the others.

thought that those who say this program is umv-orkable
should be asked to reflect on the workability or
unworkability of the measures they have been using these
last two and a half years and Hhich have brought us (and
your Administration) to the present difficulties.

I concede

that little of v1hat I propose here will be popular lrlth
interest groups,

but all mll be popular with the public.

And I might add,

again urging some personal experience,

that Presidents (and free enterprise) have survived quite
brilliantly the actions here proposed.
(1)

A simple but firm consumer rationing system

nrust nmv- be put i.!nto effect on gasoline.
the Congress is ready to enact.

This,

I judge,

A strongly affirmative

case should be made for the step; we have now experienced
the worst form of rationing,

which is the un:ertain,

Hasteful,

even infuriating method of giving gasoline to those lv-ho
remain longest in line.

The second lv-orst method,

disastrous

for the poor and people of moderate income and urged only by
Senator Hayakalv-a,

is to let price do the job and thus to

exacerbate inflation and to favor the rich.

So there remains

only to give each user an equitable and secure share of v1hat
is available.

I might add that the present system of

wholesale allocation ldthout rationing lV'e learned during
Horld Har II to be absolutely disastrous.

(2)

It should be announced that the prices of all

firms employing one thousand .,...1orkers or more 'rlll be placed
under a ceiling as of the level of January first of this year

Electroatatlc Copy M®de

.. , ..

" . �_.... ,.
. ·�··

Purposss
. , for pgoeeeNmlon
....
_:;.:

'
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..
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-

plus a firm minimum fixed per cent, and appropriate
authorization should immediately be sought fromthe
Congress� And it should further b� :arinounced_.that next
year there will be no. further· increas·e� ·This action
c9vers well over half -of. the gross national product and
associated price indexes� The' number of firms involved
-- only a few thousand -- does nC?t involve an intolerable
administrative problem.; •· The 'action gives· force . of law to
lvhat is now conceded policy under ·t1
l e gu.idelines� And
since the. firms. in question are �:u· iargE{ with power to
establish prices; you are, ·in economic' tenns,. fixing prices
that •are ·already priva.tely fixe��· There lvould have ·to be
furthei',.pass�:t:lirougli provisions for higher energy costs
and in: other, H.oiited areas. on this I do not dwell.
(3). All col!ective bargaining contracts should be
subject. to a similar ceiling, probably a trifle higher, and
a similar promise of eventual sta'f?ility subject only .to
productivity gains. Again the nuniber of negotiations
involved, 'though substantial, does not impo
' se an intolerable
administrative burden. And �gain the action affirms present
policy.
(4) The Congress will, as noted, have to be asked
for authorizing legislation for this action. But the proposal
as here made excludes the danger of �nticipatory increases,
places re_sponsibility for any failure ori ·.the Congress and
reflects, if the polls are· to. be �trusted, the vie't�S of a
large percentage of the· electorate. I have al'tvays. b.een
persuaded that the public iristinct.on these matters 'is far
more reliable than the textbook ·instinct of my fellow
economi.sts.
.
(5) .rri .keeping with the .above steps, alllisted
corporation� would be asked:to 1;reeze'their·divi.denc:Is at
present ·levels. This _ is. :the equita'ble 'count.erpart of :what
is -being .. asked from the ·trade unions ·It does notkeep
earnings from being increased, . only their private .tise
�:xpenditure� And the effect of this ·action· woufd be·
ili1In.Eidiately to enlarge .the funds available for.capital
reinves'tment. Authorization for this action should be
included in t�. request for legis� ation�·
. : .
•.

·

'

.

·'

'(6) Farm cost� being ·prqsP,ectiv�ly stable,. energy
apart, farm support·ptices should-be held at present levels.
And, a politically-somewhat difficult .but necessary ·step, it

.
.

,
·�

-3-

should be announced that- export demand for wheat,. feed, grains
and possib'ly other' crops ldll be carefully- mon:i.tored to insure
against· 'runaway pressures 'from suddEin large. overseas. purchases.
�

!� '

'

•

I

'·

'

•

'

. (7) Should the economy show signs ol.l..ieak[less during
the comi'ng ·year, the ·:Federal Reserve BOar�· should be .asked to
reduce interes't rates.- This will have_- the· combined ef.fect of
reducing rentier ·or int�rest income and easing the cost
position of_- home-b�ilde_#, home-owners· and sniali businessmen.
I 'tvould. strong�y urge- that this action be · taken w�ll ahead
of- any ·of. the �1iperficially populaJ; proposal� to ·reduce taxes.
:··�·r

.:�.• • .·

(8) As a final point, on which I am somewhat less
certain. (some would say dogmatic), I would urge that the
stron8est consideration be given �o -legislation now pending
in _Congress to create a public corporation for the centrali
zation of all oil purchases;.- The title on the oil so purchased
would--then be conveyed to the oil companies. It is a major
_problem in contending with OPEC, as has long b�en noticed, that
·there is no two-sided bargaining. The oil Majors with their
extensi·v� investm�rit in the OPEC count�es and their extensive
dependence-on the good will of the OPEC governments are in no
position to exert any pressure against higher prices or to
conduct any bargaining with these sellers. A :purchasing
corporation working in �onjunction with the other consuming
co�ntries wou_ld restore the kind of bargaining that; is normal
as between large sellers and t�rge buyers
in other markets,
-including the labor market.
·

·

-

(9) To deal with the administrative problems in this
proposal -- those having fo do wi�h rationing and· price
enforcement in_part;_i.cular_-- I woul,� urge the creation of a
Federal En1ergency,-Force (FEE).- Existing ·federal agencies
.
WOuld. be requited .to CQntrlbute perso
_ nnel t.O tl�iS O_rganization,
·
and -a. ri�tl-lork- of offices would' be _established ;n.-present
fecieral quarters or,. as required,- in facilitfes-.· of the' u. s.
Postal Service.'· By dr�wilig on existing staff,. even- at some
cc)st,·' the charge that- you 'ar(;! :creating ariotle r ·bureaucracy
wou.'id be :largely_elided·,· the· administrative· costs will be
mintmi.�ed and .expert ,federal personnel_'tdll
be -in charge.
...
. .�- '
..
.. .
·

:-·

-

.

-

-

'·

.

'

� �
...

-

.

These proposals, if firinly. announced. and vigorously
pursued, w:i,.ll. cause.ca prgmpt- appreciation oi the· overseas
.
position o'f 'the doil�r- with further moderat:tng· effect on
price increases. ·And- they Will,. I'm convin�e-d, go far to
restore ptlbli'c confidence' in" the energy and economic prospect
and in the leadership ·on these inatters. It will be urged in
a dreary way, especia_lly as r.egards the rationing and the

• .

,•

-4-

controls, . th�t these·.s�eps are somehow i�consistent .with the
free E:mte:q>rise system · (Curiously they . were. n_ot when
initiated by Richard ��xon and John Connaliy;.) :WhSt is
d�maging to the free enterprise system; is: the confusion and
the costs that people suffer in the'. absence of effective
� aC'tion. :.The Dep�rtmerit of Energy now exists beca.use othe
market system does not "equate supply of energy a:n:d demand.
Its 'probl�m is that it ·does not e·ffeC::tively adjus·t: the one
·
t� the e>ther.
•

. .

·

·

·

'·

·

·

.

·.

·

- . -You !'lill_�bserve that I have confined myself to
matt�rs with an immediate time dimension. These:are the
matters of· present urgency as lvell as those on whi_ch my
experience is relevant.
J. K. G.

;

P. s.

am including two added notes, one on home heating
oil and the other on shale oil.

I

""

'

. .
,.
.

.

-5-

� Heating Oil

'
.The rationing: of :gasoline should b e � ufficieripy
firm to.allow of ·�n appreciable buildup of supplies· of home
he(lting oil.· The r�tioni.ng of home heating :' oil/ as we·
discovered in world. Har :ti, is a far· niore ..dffficult. matter.
There ·could � :however�. be _!in announcement 'that<deliveries to
a hbusehold above' a certain
. level will be cut''J>rogressi vely
should. supplies be· i:nsuffi cient. In larger ·houses. some rooms
can ·b� ·.c:losed. b££ ,or- ·kept' at lower temperatur�s. -This- option
is 'not avai labl.e 'to the small home-owner or apartment dweller.
'

.

.Q!.!

Shale

IQ 1964 and 1965, I served on a special commission
established by Secretary Udall at the request of President
John8on on the future and utilization of the shale. oil
reserves. I think it fair to say that�I-took a leading
pari: in this effort. Accordingly, I am fami.liar lrlth the
economi.cs of shale oil and, in a general lvay, lrlth the
engineering problems involved. The reserves of oil are
indeed enormous, and it should be borne in mind by
envirorunentalists and.others that they are spread over
such a vast territory in such richness thC1t large�sc.ale
extraction is possible in a way that would never seriously
obtrude itself on the public eye. I am also unimPressed
by the fr�quent suggestion that large quantities of water
�1ould be involved.
··

I would urge, accordingly, that shale, though it
involv�s no miracles; be -�akeri seri()u�ly._ . There is
continuing _.doubt a�out . the milch _advertised in situ process.
If it do��-· seem pr�_�P_!:c;':tively practic�l�· i t:::should ce
_ rtainly
be p'ressed. �.Wi.tlt· the. inin:Lng and retor_tirig,1 the :major-problem,
of:Cou'rse; is 'tile ma�sive'• earth.:.lllOvirig ··process ' that 'is·'
involved, 'a·it4ough ::i· would . judge''. this also .·t:c)·
' b� ·.the · (:'·ase
with. the p roduction .of.syrithetic: oils 'f�om .coa � �--··.The··spent
shale 'will riot,' .fn:· fact� .be oruch. noticed'in.' the'vast . area
involved. A.lici, aithotigh I' am a ·c::o� i:ted' eilViron�ntalist,
it ·should be' remembered that·: 'thi:s:.i:s, a· .great 'setlii'-desert area
of no great top'ographic exc_ -ite nie
· ri · _ · :If intelligEmt ly sited
·
these operations will not be s
by)nany people or even very
_
_
'mariy··animals.
. .

·

·

·

�
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SUBJECT:

PHESIDENT

Descriptive

�-

Terms for

Rhodesia - Zimbabwe Groups

Before

leaving

{U)

for Jap3.n,you directed that we and State come

up with less politically loaded ways of referring to the
contending forces in the Zimbabwe - Rhodesian conflict. State
had already been moving in that direction gradually, and wLll
speed up the movement. We propose, however, that this be done
inconspicuously and without any formal instructions which
would

only

lead to newspaper stories.

informally to concerned agencies.

c

Word will be passed

t

I•

If asked, we vmuld reply

simply that vle had been shifting terminology to reflect new
realities.

(C)

r

State and NSC have developed the following terminology:

as

The government in Salisbury will be referred to
"'I'he Muzorewa Government .. or the 11Muzorewa Administration. 11

l'Je would

not, however, want to call it the

Zimbabwe -

II

Rhodesia.

-- The external

. (C)

h t more diff'cult.

forces

11Patriotic Front

to the following terms:

Mugabe Forces,..

"External forces."

11g uerrilla movements...
In

11

We

since

11ZAPU and ZANU,11

When appropriate,

11Nkomo 

they can

(C)

referring to both sides together, we will use

"Internal and External parties," or
sides."

,.

used in Africa, but we will cut back on its usage,

and tend more
be called

1� �
..... J� rr,.& ·�"'f&
ftiJ""',-d�>�r�

11Government of
L

cannot abandon completely the term
it is widely

11black leaders on both

(C)

REC01'11'1ENDATION:
That

you approve the above terminology and procedure for

implementin g it.
APPROVE

(C)
,/

��

DISAPPROVE
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

CONGRESSIONAL TELEPHONE CALL

•

Ed Jenkins

TO:

(Georgia)

Sam Gibbons

(Florida)

Frank Guarini
Bill Cotter
Tuesday,

DATE:
RECOMMENDED
PURPOSE:

BY:

(New

Jersey)

(Connecticut)

���

r Wednesday,

July 11.

Frank Moore and Bob Maher.
Assure necessary votes for passage of Hospital
Cost Containment.

BACKGROUND:

The House Ways

&

Means Committee is scheduled

to mark up Hospital

Cost Containment

legisla

tion on Wednesday and Thursday of this week.
Nineteen votes are needed.
ments approved by
assure us the 19
stay with us.
1.

A package of amend

the Administration should
votes if

Guarini

Jenkins and Gibbons

is expected to.

Jenkins:

We are still

about his

"trigger"

talking to Jenkins

mechanism

and are

appealing to him not to get into a
Congressional veto position.
said that such

an

amendment

Jenkins has
will be offered

on the Senate side.

However,

if he offers such an

amendment,

Senator Boren,
will be

satisfied with allowing a simple
period before
implemented

mandatory

if hospitals fail

voluntary goals.

60-day

controls are
to meet

You should tell

Jenkins

that he should be able to go along with this.
It.is

important

that

Jenkins that he not

you get
support

assurances

from

weakening

Republican amendments and that he will be with

2.

us whether or

not his amendment succeeds.

Gibbons:

have spoken to Gihbons and most

You

of his concerns have been taken care of
through

acceptable

amendments.

will not be the 19th
bill.

vote

which

Electrost�tUc Ccpy
M�de
for Presewst!cn Puvpc
ko�J

·=

kills

the

You should ask him not to support

weakening Republican amendments.

.

He says he

3.

4.

The Vice President has spoken to
Guarini:
Guarini, but he has asked "if this is a high
Presidential priority, why haven't I heard
from the President?"
We believe Guarini is
. with us.
Your call is to, nail this down.
Cotter:· Because we do not know if Jenkins
will sti c k.with �s against weakening amendments,
we need Cotter's vote in reserve.
You should
�sk him to h�lp on �he bill's final passage
if at all possible.
R�gardless of his
response, the most important factor may be
getting his assurance not to support weakening
amendments.
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THE SECRETARY OF

HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20201

,979

jUl 9

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT

The

House Ways and Means Committee is

scheduled

to mark

up hospital cost containment legislation on Wednesday
and�Thursday of this week.

The Senate Finance Committee

will vote on the issue on Thursday of this week.
It is my understanding that the discussions now underway
-at Camp

David concern not only energy policy

inflation generally.

Obviously,

but also

hospital cost contain

ment is an important legislative issue in response to
In

the inflation that is affecting the entire economy.
fact,

it is the only major piece of legislation now pend

ing before the Congress which addresses inflation in a
key

segm�nt of the economy,

representing some

9

percent

of the GNP.
Ways and Means
The

head

with
and

36

count of the Ways and Means Committee shows us

16 "hard" votes*, with 19 needed to
18 to defeat a motion to table (Ways

Members).

Our "target"

report the bill
and Means has

Members are:

o Frank Guarini of New Jersey, who has asked
on a couple of occasions that "if this is a
high Presidential priority,
from the President?"
with us,

why haven't I heard

We believe Guarini will be

and we are working on an amendment to

meet his only substantive concern.
* The votes are:
Rangel, Stark,
Lederer,

Ullman, Rostenkowski,
Jacobs, Mikva, Fisher,

Downey,

Heftel,

Fowler,

The votes solidly against are:
Holland,

Gephardt;

Vander Jagt,
Gradison,

Vanik, Corman,
Ford, Brodhead,

Shannon
Democrats--Pickle,

Republicans--Conable,

Crane,

Rousselot,

Frenzel,
Moore

Martin,

( 16)

Duncan,

Bafalis,

Jones,

Archer,

Schulze,

Page
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o Ed Jenkins of Georgia and Bill Cotter of
Connecticut,· bot� of whom you have personally
seen on this is s 1,1e. The principal sticking point
with-J�nkin� i� his advocacy of an amendment
empc;>wertng .the Congress to prevent the mandatory
program {rom· .taki
. ng effect.
(Congressional veto)
o

G 'i:. bbons of 'Florida, with whom we also have
been discuss i ng amendments.

·sam

o Wyche·Fowler, withwhomyou have also spoken,
is now indicating that he is prepared to vote
for the bill.
He may, however, support the
Jenkins amendment.
It would be helpful if you could call Guarini, Jenkins,
Gibbons and Cotter to urge-them to support the bill.
Finance
We count eight solid votes in Finance*, including the Chair
man, based upon his commitment to you, with 11 votes needed
to report the bill.
On the Democratic side, we assume we have no chance of
getting the votes of Herman Talmadge or Harry Byrd.
We are discussing various amendments with Dave Boren of Okla
homa, and he appears to be a possibility. His vote would give
us nine.

A less likely possibility might be Lloyd Bentsen, although
he has told me personally he does not favor our bill.
may be significant that he has been critical of the
hosp i tal industry.

It

We have met withMike Gravel on a number of occasions and
the labor movement is also trying to reach him.
He too
has been rtegative� �ven though he voted with us last year.
On the Republican side of. the Committee,
of Rhbde Island a� � supporter.

we count John Chafee

David Durenberger of.Minnesota,·while skeptical at times,
continues .to maintain that he has an open mind.
We are talking to Dureriberger about amendments as well.
* The votes are:
Chairman Long, Ribicoff, Nelson,
Matsunaga, Moynihan, Baucus, Bradley, Chafee

·.

.

Page
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Other possibilities among Committee Republicans include
John Heinz of Pennsylvania, with whom you have spoken, and
Bob Packwood of Oregon--but both Heinz and Packwood are very
long shots.
If we can _pick up. Boren,. plus two additional�··vo.tes, we will
have enough to repor.t. the 'l:)ill.
The Finarice{'Cornmittee
r.iembers:. inost li'kely. ·to -r-espond ··affirmatively ·to. a call
.
· en on the Democratic
from .. you would·be ·Boren·"and .-Bents
side and the three Republicans..;..-Durenberger,·Heinz, and
Packwood.
.

.)

.

We have only an outside chance of winning in Finance.
But
even if we were to lose by a close vote, we will be in a
stronger position on the Senate floor if Senators such as
Boren and Durenberger wind up with us in the Committee.
There will be a vote on the Senate floor�-on an amendment to
delete cost containment from the Talmadge bill if we win,
or, as was the case last year, an amendment to add cost
containment with Gaylord Nelson as sponsor.
Senator Byrd has indicated that he wants cost containment
to be taken up on the Senate floor before the August recess.
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

July 11,

MEMORANDUM TO THE

1979

�

PRESIDENT

.

.. /If,

FROM:

FRANK MOORE
BOB THOMSON

SUBJECT:

PUBLIC WORKS APPROPRIATIONS

��

This afternoon at 2!00, the Senate Appropriations ·Committee will
mark up the 1980 P ublic Works Appropriations bill ..
There is
substantial danger

.... Bayou Badeau,

two

the Committee wi l l add Yatesville and
the six "hit list" projects.

of

Senator Johnston will lead the fight against the projects.
He
re q ue s t ed a written veto signal from you.
We sent a M c i n t y r e
Johnston fears
letter saying Jim would "recommend a v eto".
that is .not enough.
Consequently, we would like authority
from you to have Susan sign the attached letter.
Norma l ly, veto signals are sent by le t t e r from Jim.
We believe
this is a special case because of our water projects history Johnston s h oul d not be able to charge la t e r that we were not
.

responsive.

Herky Harris thinks the OMB

letter is

sufficient.
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To Senator Bennett Johnston
This week the Senate Appropriations Committee will
mark up the 1980 Energy and Water Development
Appropriations bill.
·

I want to emphasize again my continuing opposition to
construction funding for the Yatesville and Bayou

Bodcau projects.
I will not approve a bill similar
to the one you are considering which provides
appropriations for resuming construction of these
uneconomical and environmentally unsound water
projects.
I have consistently opposed

these projects since 1977.

S i nce that time, the necessity for spending federal
dollars wisely has increased, not decreased.
·I

urqe you and your collertcrnP.!;

the Yatesville

and

t.n

Sincerely,

The

Honorable

J.

rPj��t: fnnni.ng fm:

Rayou Bodcau projects.

D e nne tt Johnston

United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
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THE

WHITE

HOUSE

W.-\SI-IINGTO:'>i

INFORMATION

_

MEr10RANDUM FOR:

THE PRESIDENT

FROM:

HENRY Ot.vEN

SUBJECT:

Theme for Speech and Policy

July 12,

1979

'lA"'

This memorandum suggests a central theme for your forthcoming
speech

and for the Administration's foreign and domestic economic

policy

in the remainder of your first term.
I.

The Theme

The energy problem is both cause and symptom of a deeper problem:
The US, like other industrial societies, can no longer achieve
all its important goals, as it sought to do in the high grmvth
environment of the 1960s.

In a harsher economic environment,

we

must choose among these. goals.
Our over-riding purposes must be
to fight inflation, and to increase investment -- not only in
energy but in other sectors as well; that is the only way we can
get back on the road to high growth.
In the meantime, living
standards and the quality of life will have to improve less rapidly
in the next fe't..r years than in the past.
This is not j ust a US condition.
All the industrial countries
at Tokyo found that they faced the same prospect, and all agreed
on the same broad policies:
to give priority to fighting infla
tion and increasing productivity.
prices mean a loss of real income,

All agreed that higher energy
which cannot be offset by new

fiscal stimulus.
Fixing priorities is difficult in a society like ours, which has
been shielded by several decades of prosperity from hard choices.
What is required is not merely to carry out a fe� discrete measures,
but to hold to tough priorities across the board over the balance
In many cases we will have to choose among
of 1979 and 1980.
different worthwhile purposes.
Making these choices, and making
them stick,

will be a test of

our own governability.

The same priorities should govern both our energy and our economic
policy.
This speech indicates how these criteria apply to energy;
economic policy will be discussed in later speeches.

A coordinated

(If you are minded to put a
approach is needed to these two areas.
single person in charge of coordinating economic and energy policy,
this would be the place to announce it.)
These priorities will also govern the allocation of the President's
time.
Devising measures to fight inflation and to increase pro
ductivity will come

ahead of everything else.

2
'

l �

I

II.

Comment

There is no way out of the inflation/energy crisis without clear
priorities, painful though these may be.
The implications of
the priorities proposed above for energy policy are evident and
are covered in recommendations recently made by your advisers.
The implications for economic policy are also important, and are
worth mentioning here,
speech:

even if they are not to figure in your

-- Reducing restrictions on agricultural production (e.g.,
wheat set-asides), in order to enhance output in the face of an
uncertain global harvest outlook.
Accelerated depreciation and similar tax measures to en
courage investment.
Doing more to defer or temper government regulations,
including environmental regulations, that hinder production and
add to its cost.
-- Sticking to your November 1 program of fiscal and monetary

restraint,

even when the economy slows down.

-- Gearing any tax cuts that may be needed next year to
strengthening the anti-inflation program -- e.g.,
instead of income, taxes.

cuts in payroll,

Of course, some of the measures will be unwelcome to special interests;
so will some of the energy proposals.
But I believe the American
people will prefer a President who tells it like it is to critics
who offer superficial analyses and painless remedies.
Describing your broad priorities would convey a clear signal to
Issues that do not
both the American people and the bureaucracy.
come to you for decision are more likely to be handled by the
Executive Branch in a way consistent with your views if you have
indicated publicly the broad guidelines that should govern US policy.
And the American people will perceive that the Administration is
following a consistent course in calling for it to give up some
things we want, in order to achieve other things we want more.
There is good reason to believe these policies will succeed.
The
experience of Germany and Japan indicates that inflation can be
overcome by fiscal and wage restraint.
The recent Saudi production
increase suggests that measures by the industrial countries to
restrain energy demand and increase supply can pay off sooner
than \'le expect.
But none of this will happen unless we have our priorities straight
and stick to them, despite the risks and costs involved.
This
is the central message we need to get across the American people.
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FROM:

SARAH WEDDINGTON

SUBJECT:

Camp David Deliberations

Having recently taken the time to reevaluate my own staff
and my work,

I know how important such careful evaluation

and analysis away from the day-to-day White House
activities can be.

I look

forward to sharing my evaluation

with you after your return.
Thank

you

for including me in the group yesterday.

The

comments during the return ride were very positive.

I

think several items not mentioned are important.
1.

Newspapers have intimated that you have considered
not running for
of

reelection.

I doubt the accuracy

a representation of any serious thought to

such,

and I believe such a course would be a

great mistake.
I believe you are exactly the kind of person
needed by this Nation and that your strengths and
moral leadership would be sorely missed.

In the

absence of an expected second term, your ability
to deal effectively with Congress, the public, aDd
international leaders would be lessened far beyond
any value of being able to

"deal with the situation

above politics."
2.

WE MUST DEAL NOT ONLY WITH THE CURRENT SITUATION,
BUT ALSO l'JITH THE PREDOMINANT EMOTIONS PEOPLE ARE
EXPERIENCING:

ANGER AND FRUSTRATION.

I believe

that it is a perceived lack of choice and un
certainty that is angering people most.

To the

2.

extent we can ease the uncertainty and emphasize
'the choices, the less angry .the public .will be.
(To me, pointing to a scapegoat only increases
anger.)
One way to ease uncertainty is to present
a clear explanation of the current situation
and what the future will bring, even if that
future is a gas rationing system and increased
prices for greater quantities of fuel.
But
the aspect of choice (as less gasoline now
instead of lack of winter heating oil) should be
emphasized, whether it is personal choice or
national choice.
3.

I agree that your address to the Nation should
center on OPPORTUNITIES for drawing upon our
strength as an American people and learning to
live within our means, rather than on blame of
any group of countries or individuals for our
current problems.
I would center a speech and
establish your leadership on the positive actions
you plan to take and then leave to Jody Powell
the announcement immediately of other matters
(such as a change in Cabinet positions, if such
. were decided)

4.

•

To my knowledge, the senior staff has never been
called together to address or brainstorm the
Such a meeting should be
issues facing you.
considered regarding future.issues; if time does
not currently allow such.
If personal credit is a part of the inflationary
problem, why not gradually increase the monthly
minimum payment on charge accounts?

Is Kahn's

office looking at that option?
If we eventually
go to a rationing system, let's not do it on a
per vehicle basis (which helps those with more
cars and makes old cars valuable) , but perhaps
on a per adult over 18

basis.
Those without cars
could sell their share of gas to those who have
the ability to pay and choose to use more.

Perhaps the zoning laws should be examined to
allow more family stores in suburban neighborhoods
to reduce the distances for homemakers to travel
for basic family needs.
Other staff members have
other ideas and suggestions.

'

.

3

5.

I believe that people are not expecting
"all the answers" by the end of your Camp
David sessions.
I do think they are looking
to you for the firm leadership which you are
so capable of providing.

People do believe

that once you set your mind to solving a problem,
you can do so.
6.

After your speech is written and approved and
has become a part of you,

I

would ask you to

throw it away and, guided by its thoughts and
language, visit directly with the American
people.
A "read speech" seldom captivates its
audience, regardless of the speaker.
You have
a personal, warm and winning way that should
be utilized to the fullest.
7.

I rough drafted speech thoughts for Hamilton;
a copy is attabhed.

Our thoughts and hopes are with you.

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

July

12,

1979

l-1ENORANDUM FOR

HAI1ILTON

JORDAN

FROM:

SARAH

SUBJECT:

Preliminary Thoughts

.

j

t!J

WEDDINGTON ·

for the Presidential

Speech

I wanted to share some preliminary

thoughts for

tone of the speech you are working on.
happy

to refine this,

\vork

the

I would be

with speech writers,

or do

anything else that might be helpful to you.
Outline of topics contained in speech.
(To follow old speech \ds8.om:
going to tell them;
told

tell

Tell them v7hat you 'rP

thE:m;

tell them \vha·t ycu: ve

them.)

I

have had

a

great many leading Americans during this week,

the benefit of the ideas and advice of
and

their help and support is deeply appreciated.
(Related comments)
Today we have a more serious problem facing us than
we have

had in recent years.

recognize

We have failed to

the limitations of

planet and have planned our
though energy sources such
plentiful and

the resources of our
lives and our habits as

as

oil would

always be

low in price.

Today He are realizing our assumption was mistaken.
We

must

deal with ourselves to change our life styles,

our expecta·tions and our assumptions that
alway s be as

There is no group of
that can be blamed,
that

individuals or
although it

'

.·oup of

increasing prices

our economic and energy
more pressing.

na·tions

�s certainly true

the recent actions of the OPEC cartel

dramatically

life would

before.

in

for oil have made

problems more severe and

-

We

2

-

have experienced an0er,

tragedy
Out

of

for

a

few

rudeness,

gallons

and even

of gasoline.

this experience we are a more united nation,

though currently

united in

anger,

anxie·ty,

and

a

collective realization

that hard times are here

to

hard times require strong

s·tay

and that

�

l1ese

action and sacrifice.
I believe that Americans v1ill sacrifice for the
common good when ·they k nmv- the problem,
basic
all,

needs
fairly

are met,

when their

and when sacrifice applies

to

and impartially.

\'Jhile we canno·t res-tore

our

without

can restore our freedom to

make

restriction,

choices,

We must

we

freedom to use energy

as individuals and

as a Nation.

make what are difficult choices:

If we continue our current habits
policy

our foreign

might be held captive by the policies of

nations located half-way

around the world and

the price we pay held captiv�

by their price

settings.
If we choose

to

become energy self�sufficient,

can reassert our oHn

control

we

of our destiny.

The choice is ours.
We

can choose to use our oil

whenever and \vherever we
means inadequate energy

supplies to drive

choose,

bu·t that choice

supplies to warm our homes

in \'1 inter.
The

choice is ours

to make.

[Other similar statements about our choices.
believe

this helps

to

defuse

and resentmen-t \•7hen people feel
no
To make

I·

the natural anger
they

"have

choice").

informed choices,

we

must consider other

information.
\\?hen

I

first

came to you

the American people

were

as

a Presiden·tial candidate�

experiencing

a crisis of

- : ...•
.

'

'

'

-

I came in

leadership.

3

-

the

belief

people w<.:;, ted and deserved more,
the
I

truth,

wa nt

that the American
that.

they vn:mted

the straight story.

to report on the State of the Nation to you:

Number One

Inflation
time

is down for the first

in months due to a decline in

food prices.
Unemployment is at its lowest point

Number T\vO --

in five years.
Number Three -- h'e are already in a mild recession.
Number Four --

We have a crisis of

[Continue the list,

being sure to

bad news as well as the good;

energy.
include the

as Jody says,

"the bad does not improve with age."]
After reviewing all the information available to
me

as President and after

the

carefully weighing all

choices and after seeking counsel from some of

the best minds and most prestigious leaders
America,

I. have decided

in

to . take the . follmving steps:

[Insert positive ones;

let

Jody announce others.]

We are a self-correcting Nation.

The process \·lill

begin nmv.
Hard times have always been the making of America.
We are a na·tion of inventors.
trust.
any

We can mobilize

obstacle,

any crisis --

once we understand it and

no matter its origins

once we have made

our

can mobilize our forces more swiftly
any other nation.
We are great because of the

choices.
than

A..-rnerica is a brain

our strengths to overcome

We

attitudes and beliefs that began this country and
which

are true today.

.......

...

. .

'
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

CONGRESSIONAL TELEPHONE CALL

TO:

Senator John Culver

DATE:

Today

RECOMMENDED BY:

Dan Tate/Frank Moore�P'

PURPOSE:

To congratulate him on his presentation
on the NBC SALT II debate last night.

BACKGROUND.:

TALKING POINTS:

.

L'711 .

As you know Senator Culver was one of
three proponents (along with Adm. Gaylor
and Bill Perry) of the SALT II Treaty
during last night's televised debate.
I thought you did an- excellent job in
presenting several.points in favor of
the SALT II Treaty and, in fact, all of
the proponents did very well in my
judgment.
I wanted to take this opportunity to
tha.nk-you for your forceful and effective
presentation.
I look forward to.working with you as
SALT II is debated in the Senate.

r

.•

..
THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

--July

Mr.

12,

1979

President:

I believe the Administration needs to be on record as trying

to limit the ability of the oil companies to use their wind

fall - or other - revenues for unnecessary acquisitions.

You

have indicated publicly - in statements which are attached that you favor such limits.
I believe we need to have a
legislative vehicle which reinforces your statements and
imposes strict merger limits.

I have developed an option which modifies the Justice Depart-

. ment

bill)

proposal

{itself a modification of the Kennedy-Metzenbaum

That 6ption,

•

No.

IV in the attached memo,

represents

a compromise bet�een the Kennedy-Metzenbaum approach and the

Justice.approach -

it would impose a virtually complete ban

on purchases of non-energy companies and a rebuttable
sumption against purchases of energy companies.

pre

This option

will be seen as a tough response to those who believe we are

allowing

the oil companies to use windfall revenues in any

way they desire.

While

I

am dubious about any merger bill passing the Congress,

I believe

we should be seen as favoring merger restrainsts.

If you approve one of the options on merger limitations, we
can place it in your energy announcement or announce it there

after.

I will discuss this with you and Jody after you have

made a decision on an option.

~

Stu E1zenstat

Electmstatlc Copy Msde
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

July 12,

1979

MEMORANDUM FOR:

THE PRESIDENT

FROM:

STU EIZENSTAT

SUBJECT:

Legislation to Limit Oil
Company Mergers

�

The Administration has been asked to testify on a Kennedy
Metzenbaum bill to prohibit acquisitions by any of the
nation's 16 largest oil companies of any firms with assets
over $100 million.
Your advisers all agree that this bill
is unsound in its current form and should not be supported,
but there is disagreement within the Administration over
whether to offer an alternative bill or to oppose all oil
company merger legislation.
Oil company conglomerate merger legislation has two principal
aims:
(1) to restrict oil company purchases of non-energy
companies and to help promote the use of funds for the
development of energy resources (see Attachment 1 for recent
purchases); and (2} to address the same concern which lies
behind economy-wide conglomerate merger legislation:
that
concentrations of economic power developed through mergers
have the potential to disrupt our social and political fabric.
You have publicly made clear your strong desire to
industry revenues used for development and not for
of non-energy business, like hotels and department
You have indicated you would support laws to place

see oil
acquisition
stores.
constraints

on such acquisitions.
You decided in March to defer formulation of an Administration
position on general conglomerate merger legislation.
As is
the case with that broader legislation, oil company conglom
erate merger legislation is unlikely to be enacted by this
Congress.
Taking an Administration position would thus not
be much more than an expression of our concerns in this
area.
Four basic approaches are open to the Administration.
I.

Oppose any oil company conglomerate merger legislation.

2

Pro

1.

This approach avoid s ta-king steps which could be seen as
pp.r'ely �punitive toward oil companies. ---There is no un
disputed evid ence that; energy:industry concentration is
There is
increasing through mergers or ··other factors.
th1.1s no stronger case· fOr- banning 'mergers in this ind ustry
Even if restrictions
than 'there'· is in industry generally
on oil company acquisition of nori-emergy assets could be
•

.

-

justified, 'limitations orr ·the acquisition of energy
related firms has no economic·or energy policy justi'
fication.

2.

The primary impetus behind oil company conglomerate merger
legislation is restricting non-energy acquisitions and
encouraging· increased energy explorat·ion and · d evelopment;
but- a shift'· to energy •investments is not guaranteed by
such a re·striction. ·A' statute which controls non-energy
acquisition by·o1l companies will not necessarily d is
courage internal growth in the non-energy areas of a
firm's business, ·investment of its earnings in non
energy securities, increases in d ivid ends, or retire
ment of d ebt.

3.

Support

of

this legislation could

be seen as und ermining

the Administration's case for the wind fall profits tax
and our case against plowback.
Con

1.

Opposition to any oil company merger legislation would
show we are unprepared to-stand -behind your numerous
statements a:ga:irtSt" oil' 'company d·iversion of resources to
- ar·ea.
the m:>n-energyIn the Apri 1 5 energy ad d ress and
el·sewhere, - you have expressed the strong belief that
energy, companies shoul'd direct their investments toward
energy prod uction.
·(see ·Attachment -2.)- At present, how
ever, we ;have-no means of ensuring that oil companies will
·not p ur c ha se hotels· or ··ci
- rcuses with- their· wind fall revenues.
Since your decontrol an
· nouncement,· Exxon-- has announced
plans to sperid��6re- than. a billioriNdollars to purchase an
electronics company.
..

2.

Opposition would ·not respond,to legitimate public concerns
about.concentra:tiC>ri i:rt th'e e:hergy'industry.
'Even if con
centration is not now growing, the p·otential ad verse effects
of ind ustry dominance by a few gigantic firms threatens to
place the nation's energy future in the hand s of a very
few ind ivid uals.

3

3.

Op�6sition to merger legislation would be viewed by those
wishing·'to·· extend oil pr �·ce controls as evidence of our
lack of concern· about how :oil companies spend their wind
fall rev�nues; and'they can be expected to·use our
oppo·sit�Qh as ,a .spur. to· this e_ffort.

DOE,
CEA and ·TreasU17<y·· recom men d opposit ion to any merger bill.
iiTs
b
merger
Just'±ce; OMB (·and 'DPS ':.recommend' ·'support for ..the oil
develOped"•by '"th'e'"Antitrust 'Division'.·of""Justice�
e

II�

.
· the· Kennedy-Metz�nbaum bill·,· wh ich ·imposes an
Support ·
the 16 largest oil
ab�folttte b an · on all· ac uisi tions b
1'00 million or more in assets.
companles·of�firms with

Pro

1.

This complete ban represents the strongest overall prohibition
on oilcompany mergers and would place the·greatest restraints
on the ability of an oil company· to acquire other companies.

2.

This �ould place you as far in front o� this issue as
Senator Kennedy and other Congressional li:ber·als opposed
to your decontrol decision.

Con

1.

This approach is without ·support in the Administr�tion
because of your advisers' belief· that an absolute ban
on all types of acquisiti ons is excessively restrictive.
If otir primary concern· is ensuring that windfall
revenues-'--and other oil company·funds--are not' diverted
away from increased energy exploration and development,
that goal can be accomplished with le g islation short of
a total ban.

2.

A

3.

Kennedy andMetzenbaum are likely to ultimately modify
this biil ·to;accordwith the Administration preference,
since a juint bill would� have a ·far better 'chance of
at least getting out of Committee.

III.

complete ban on acquisitions goes beyond your publicly
st�te� concern about·d±v�rsion· of resources into non
energy·areas.

Support the·Justiee•tiepartment's· proposal to limit major
"_oi'l' compa·ny ·acquisitions· of':f·irrrts having total ·assets

or a:nnual s a l e s of $'100' rrtil li on ·or' more when the result
would 'be a firin 'wi'th assets or sales of $2 billion or
more, . unless the acquiring firm can show that competition
is enhanced by'the acquisition.· Under this proposal, the
acquisition·of'l'eading firms of any size in a concentrated
industry would also be prohibited unless the "enhancing
'

.

competition"'test were met.

4

This proposal, developed by the Antitrust Division of Justice,
primarily differs from the Kennedy-Metzenbaum proposal in its
reliance on a presumption against certain acquisitions rather a
complete ban.
The presumption is rebuttable, depending upon
whether th� acquiring firm can provide evidenc.e (to Justice or
to the- courts.) . that comp·e::i:.ition .will be enhanced by the
acquisition.
Pro
1.

Oil companies should· be disc·ouraged: from diverting their
resources' to nori�er\.ergy uses' at
.
this
'
critical juncture in
our histqry..
Moreover, . they should have a higher standard
of pioof for mad9r energy �cquisitions or �e �a� soon find
solar, coal, nuclear, and s�n fuels dominated 'by a handful
�of�giant energy companies.
This bill would not foreclose
them on entry into these fields but would make it hard to
acquire others as the vehicle for entry.

2.

While not as strict as the Kennedy�Metzenbaum bill, . this
proposal would still represent a very tough approach to
the problem of oil compan� diversion of revenues from
increased exploration and production... This �pproach is
strict enough to defuse arguments· that you are permitting
the oil companies to use their windfall revenues in any
manner they choose.

3.

It will be extremely difficult to show that competition
will be rienhanced", and very -few oil company ac�uisitions
are likely to be approved.
But the possibility of making
such a showing avoids the .unreasoned., an'd in particul�r
cases unnecessary, ban conta1ned in the Kennedy-Metzetibaum
bill.

Con
1.

Cont�ins the basic defect� of all merger legislation
there is rio .sound�economic justification� for limiting
mergers, nor is· there ·any economic. reas·on to single out
the 6il industry for·sudh: restrictions.
.
.
Does� not. represent a, cha,nge the�.t is·· meanip'g.�U:l
in practical
terms fio� the:Kenriedy�Metzenbaum apbroaph, since few
acq:uisi.:iioris ::; . are' ·go�n'g. t
' o.'meet the. test of "enhancing
competition". (especial) y s.ince it is· a. standard that must
be prover\.· by.· the
'
acquir.ing company and. not a standard
that mus.t be disproveri by the government).
-

'

'

•

f

'

.

2.

-

..

3.

Treats energy and non-energy acquisitions alike, though
a sharper distinction should be made if one of the primary
purposes of this type of legislation is to ensure that
oil company profits are not diverted away from energy
production and development.
Justice and DOE recommend this option.

5
IV.

Support a modified Justice propos�!,

which treats energy

acquisit1ons in the same way as the basic

Justice proposal

but bans completely non-energy acquisitions of firms over

$50

million or more in assets or sales.

Pro

1.

Same argument as for Ju�tice Department position

2.

Would

(Option

III).

differentiate the treatment of energy and non-energy
and would provide the toughest treatment for

acqu1s1tions,

non-energy acquisitions of all the proposals (including
Kennedy-Metzenbaum, which has a $100 million rather than

$50
3.

million threshold).

Would represent the most demonstrable evidence of

your

1ntention to oppose oil company use of windfall revenues
to purchase such entitles as c1rcuses or hotels.
4.

Would

provide the oil companies with the opportunity to

expand into other energy-related areas if they could
demonstrate an "enhancing" of competition._ While that
is a tough standard, it does not provide a complete ban
of the type in the kennedy-Metzenbaum bill.

5.

Is tougher than the basic Justice proposal and is even more
likely than that proposal to gain Kennedy-Metzenbaum support
and to thwart the anti-decontrol rhetoric and

efforts in

Congress.
Con

1.
2.

Retains the basic problems of

all merger legislation.

The distinction between energy and non-energy mergers may
appear unnecessarily complicated.

3.

This proposal,

like the Kennedy-Metzenbaum and the basic

Justice proposals,

will greatly upset both the oil industry

and big business generally.

That the proposals are unlikely

to pass will not reduce the volume or strength of their
opposition.
DPS and OMB recommend this option.
Decision

I.

Oppose all legislation

II.

Support

III.

Support Justice proposal on both energy and non-energy

(recommended by CEA and Treasury)

----

Kennedy-Metzenbaum.

acquisitions with an "enhancing competition" test
(recommended by DOE and Justice)

EDectrost�tWc Copy M®de
for Preservation Pc.a�oaq
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IV.

Support the modified Justice proposal imposing ban on
certain non��nergy mergers and an "enhancing competition"
.test ·on energy m��gers (recommended by DPS and OMB).
•'

!',

\·

··.� .

.•·.
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ATTACHMENT ONE.
Examples of ��ergers Consummated in 1975-1977
�·Jhich �·�ould Have Been Challer.geable Under the
Co��ined-Assets Provision of the Proposed Statute

Year

1975

1976

Assets
{millions)

Accuiri�s Firm
/\naccnda
Southwestern Life Corp.
United Technologies
Si�nal Cospanies
Gulf & \vestem
Esmark Inc.
Crown Zellerbach Corp.
International Paper

Assets
(millions)

Acquired Firm

1,931.3
1,411.4
1,820.1
1,532.9
2,683.0
1,473 .9
1,526.8

Walworth, Inc.
Liberty National Life Ins.
Otis Elevator
Univ�rsal Oil prodtJcts
Kayser-Roth Corp.
International Playtex
s. T. Corp.

2,729.9

General Crude Qjl

2,077.5
1,082.5
7 64.2
443..1
402.0
182.0
179.6
108.4

H obil�O il
!:;�C�o��
·
___,
Ger.eral Electric Co.

..:!:l5
� .z.!, 0
�5�0�-� 3--.I!J.d..�!L-.&..LJ.I,;..-----:--:--------���
9,763.5
R. J. R�;;i.S ------�3r1 24:9Ud4�.�3--.l:iUI�
:
ill._l...
o
C
i
,
2
4
00
O
.
n
� � ��--��������--------�----���*
�� �·=----------{ � � 5
��;���b� ��l
Riviana Foods Inc.
269 :o
Co lgate-Pa_mo 1ve
1,4
Federated Dept. Stores
1,839.9
Rich's, Inc.
178.1
Gulf & \vestem
3,305. 7
Marquette Company
155.4
Mara then Oil Co. -----� ��
- --�2�L'�0�0�_,
5 , 4�---=P�aa�or.:coe.a:':;utnu,O,ui�l+,Co.aLJp
r �. --------1
-Ethyl Corp. (div.)
l-,-S69 5
90.0�
___
_

�p.

1977

.�
5�0�
� �f£i�le�d�--------E84,�85�3�-�3L-������U-------------��--�2�.� 0�
Atlantic R�i�ch
1,255.0
Conti�al Group
2,189.2
J. Ray Hcf?ermott Co.
1,117.9
1,124.1
------��L
c
.
n
I
������������noe--L_
1
�
�
.
7
�--�---------_L�7L
�
ru
���
532.2
Kenn ecott Copper
2,308.8
Gulf Oil Corp.
1 4
ampwn Interna�...10na
2,180.5
St. Regis Paper Co.
1,489.2
��-����---------7�,177.1
4�26.
Union Oil of Calif.
Pickwick International
139.0
American an
1,956.0
Marion Power Shovel
Dresser Industries
126.0*
1,721.1
Carbon Industries
IT&T Corp.
105.3
11,070.1
Eeatrice Foods
Hannan Intl. Inds.
103.1
2,128.9
Union C arbide
�JTichem Products
97.4
6,6 21.6
__

* Assets unkno�n.

Value listed is price paid for acquisition.

Source: FTC Statistical Report on Mergers� Aco.uisitions; \v. T. Grimm
Information for 1ndustry, Inc.
Dollar li:rr·its of the statute are deflated from January 1, 1979
using the Consumer Price Index.

l�OI'E:

&

Co.:

Attachment 2

April 4 Energy Announcement
,
" I will. demand that they use their new income to
develop energy for America, and not to buy such things as
department stores and •. hotels, as some· have done in the
past."
·

.

April 10 News-Conference
Opening, Stat.ement ; _

�

..

\

·:.

"The ��tiori ��s� right to expect th�t all of this
new income ·will be used for exploration-for oil and gas
and not to briy timberlands and d�partment store�."
Response to Question:
The oil companies will get, after the windfall tax is
levied, about $6·billion in increased revenue or income in
the next 3 years.· That money should be plowed back into
And I would favor any
increased production of oil and gas.
constraints'placed on the oil companies by the Congress or
administratively, within my own sphere of influence, to
encourage that use of increased reventies for �il and gas
production.
Q.

Would you require it?

I don't
Yes, I would be glad to put restraints on·them.
know if you could require it in every instance, but I would
certainly favor either laws or administrative actions to
put constraints, so that they would plow back that oil into
energy production.
·

As I said in my opening statement, for them to take
that money and use it to. buy cir9uses or to by timberlands
or to buy m·ot'els or department stores, I think contravenes
that need o��o�r country, and it c9ntravenes the purpose that
I and.the Corigres� have in mi�d wheri we give them that
additiona·l. -in�ome."
.

'

·

THE WHITE HOUS'E
WASHINGTON

July

3, 1979

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESID�NT

EDectrostaltlc Ccpy Made
for Preservmtlon Purposes

�

FROM:

HUGH CARTER

SUBJECT:

Energy Situation

I would like to offer my thoughts on the energy situation:
(1)

Americans are more concerned about day-to-day domestic
pocketbook issues such as enough gasoline to get to
and

from work,

than they are any other

issues

including

SALT II.
(2)

Deal with the problem boldly and swiftly.

Take sides

with grass roots America -- the average individual
the average business or organization -the problem from their point of view.

and approach

Realize that at

the grass roots level previous government
not well recognized.
the

(3)

efforts are

Let each also share equally in

burden.

Declare a national energy emergency and launch an attack
similar ·to past national projects such as the synthetic
rubber and Manhattan atomic projects in World War II,
and the man on the moon project in the 1960s.

(4)

Develop a program in three parts to deal with the
problem:
Part 1 -- use available tools to contain the problem
at the present level -- we must gain
conservation from individuals and industry
through drastic measures.
Part 2 -- use present and quick conversion type
energy assets to relieve current supply
pressures

-- oil,

gas,

coal,

hydropower,

and nuclear energy.

Special interest groups

will get upset some,

but the energy needs

of the average American are more important.
Part

3 -- start action now to meet 21st century energy
demand.

The u.s.

has great energy assets,

but they need accelerated development
nuclear,
sands,

· ,t:r -,

;:

. -�-·..

...'.
,,

.;.�"

solar power,

hydrogen,

geothermal energy.

,

tar

,/''
{'.'

j

-2-

'/

(5)

Ask Congress for a National Energy Mobilization
Act authorizing y'ou·to prepare a national energy
program· -which would. automatically take effect
60 days after you presented it to, ·them if they
failed .t:o. act on it.

5'-'.

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

CONGRESSIONAL TELEPHONF.

rl\T.T.

TO:

Senator Barry

Goldwater

DATE:

Tonight,

12,

RECOMMENDED BY:

Frank

PURPOSE:

July

Moore,

1·979

Bob Thomson

To solicit Senator

Goldwater•s help on the

Panama Canal implementing
BACKGROUND :

legislation

The Senate Armed Services Committee plans to
mark up the Panama bill this week, starting
July

The committee is evenly balanced

13.

between pro- and anti-treaty forces.
The
effort to get a bill which is a big improvement
over

the House version cOuld

be in trouble

in

Committee if Republicans vote solidly·against
it.
However, moderates like Cohen and Warner are
likely
one of

to be amenable to a reasonable bill if
the senior Republicans goes for it.

Goldwater, who was ambivalent about the
Treaties and who is highly conscious of the
honor of both the Senate and the United States,
may be a good bet to break Republican ranks.
The best arguments w.ould probably be 1) the

need for the u.s. Government to live up to its
Treaty commitment, and 2) the military an d economic
importance
canal ..

TOPICS OF
DISCUSSION:

1.

The

Panama

avoiding instability around the

Treaty implementing bill will be

marked-up in the Armed
this

2.

of

Services

I know that you will do all you can to assure
that we live up to the commitments which the
Executive Branch and the
in the

3.

Committee

week.

It

would be extremely

have a

Senate

have undertaken

Panama Treaties.

break

unfortunate if we should

in the operation of the canal

because the implementing legislation is
inadequate.

-

\i
...
- ---------

-

------·-

------------- -

_____ _______________ _____ ...
_

- 2-

The House bill has a number of

4.

provisions,
inconsist�nt

with

the

The most offensive of

5.

provisions,

Treaties.
the

House bill's

from the standpoint of

compliance with the
which would

undesirable

including some that are

1)

treaty,

are those

deny payments to

Panama if

Panama interferes in another country's
internal affairs 2) effectively deny Panama
the "contingency" payment of up to $10 million
by requiring that a number of so-called
be paid by the Conunission first; and 3)

"costs"

require legislation to transfer property--even
that which

6.

Senator Stennis and Senator Levin are trying
to get a Senate bill which w ill be fully
consistent with the Treaties and will
guarantee the smooth running of the Canal.
I

DATE OF SUBMISSION:

is transferred by the Treaty.

July

hope you wil l

12, '1"979

join

that effort.

·--

President To Call C ongressman Sam Gibbons

When

Wednesday Ni r,ht

Why

Cost Contai· .ment

l:sac kgrourn

/

There is

a

(Fl�}

del�gation meeting at 9 am, markup at 10

18 votes arr:l need 19.
19th until late tod<w 0

\<Je have
the

8.JJI

Gibbons was counted on as

Gibbons has said that a1 thoueh he does not like regulations•
he would not be

the pe rs on to kill the bill o

He is in

that

posit ion nowo

Jim Jones ·moved to hold tho bill markup over f'or one week
so that he could come up with a SlJbstitute.
This would
have replaced the mandatory aspects of' our billo Gibbom
voted for the dealy because ,; ooes sold him on the i dea that
the substitute would be based on competition rather than
regulations o
Gibbons is mad that "'oms' motion f aile d

(18-18}

He feels

Jones should have had a week0
Gibbons also s�s a call from ei�enstat up s et himo

Rangel believE:ls Sam is just lo··kiug for .sanaone to blame.

Talking !Joints

You

far deregulation. A i rli n e s alrea�o Trucks deregulation
Gasolim deregulatiun has cost you dearly in
the public because you did w hnt was right and not what was
(Gibbons voted for it)
poli ticaJ.ly safeo
are

proposed.

The Jooos proposal is not cost containmento It is theory
but you haVB end o rs e d the idea of canpetition ill health in
your nati:.nal health proposals0 •·•any of the ideas Ql'e tre
samao

Tho so--called Entoven prpposal far can p et i t i on (Jones idea )
h.:.s bo en around for a lorf: tine o wlcy- was this not developed
before today -- the answer is because it looked like the
hospital peoplo had the votes to kill cost containment.
Hhen they knew they din not have the votes, then this proposal
CC:l1118 fortho

-2-

This proppGal basicalyhas more to do with broad scale restructering
of the entire health care systomo
�·

week, which liibbons attended,
CBO (Alice Hivlin) said that compntition was good, but that you could
not rely on that alone in hea]th, th<it co.:;t contai11100nt was necessary�

"When hoari:.gs were hold by J om�s this

This j_s the

onl.y anti-inflati•.n piece of legislation

before

the Csngresx.

If this bill is pulled or defeated, it would add to the preception
that major enerr,y and inflation legislation is stalled. The President
will take the blame, bot the Concress0
You know thclt Sam has supported you on this bill in good measure
so .far, but he has said he would not kill the bill and that ia
the situation nowo

•
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PRESIDENT:

At 8 p .m
this e;vening we. received .. the two attached
memoranda· from. Jim. Schlesinger..
I·n both memos, he
raises the issue of .. using. Section. 110 (f) of· the
Clean Air Act as a means.of potentially increasing
distillate stocks
A� re�entl¥- as this afternoon,
Schlesinger's senior �taff told us this proposal may
well be unworkable.
EPA·also has serious reservations
about whether this would in fact �ring distillate to
the u.s. , though EPA is wil�ing to use the 110 (f)
authority if it can i11crease stocks.
.

·

•

.

. Given the environmental consequences of a Clean Air
Act waiver, the political controversy it would engender
·and a major question about .whether this authorit¥ should
be rese;rved for next winter,: I recommend that ¥OU not
use this for your speeches Sunday· and Monday.
On an expedited basis we. will work with EPA and DOE .
to try to design a. Clean Air Act
waiver program in which
we. have confidence about·· the .results:.· Tf·· savings car{ be
realized in this area, !· will get:. a memoranc1um to you
at the end of next week recommending that we support it.
·

I need not comment on the othe:r points raised in the
.Mes�age on- Energy memorandum because you·have already
made your decisions. Jim�s·�e�o�is not intended to
app�al_your deci�ions but wa� to bs �ecorded by you
before your decisi6ns.

Stu Eiz�nstat

R :·w

•

Department of Energy
Washington, D.C. 20585
July 13,

MEMORANDUM

FOR:

THE

FROM:

1979

PRESIDENT

JIM SCHLESINGER

SUBJECT:

Message on Energy

Your upcoming energy

�

address offers an opportunity to exert

leadership and to develop consensus on the major elements of
energy

policy .

The Administration can expand upon existing

Congressional efforts by providing a coherent strategy and a
balanced program of import reductions from synthetic fuels
To do so, the program must be bold and
and other options.
credible,

and it mu st lay the basis for continuing import

reductions.
Import Reduction Task

Force P roposals

I recommend option C in the report of the Import Reduction
Task Force, which proposes a 4 MMBD import reduction goal
for 1990 to be achieved by at least 2 MMBD of synthetic
fuels production and 2 MMBD through increased production and
fuel switching.

In addition,

conservation initiatives for

residential retrofits ·and auto fuel efficiency

should be

added to provide balance to the overall program.
These recommendations are based on the following considera
tions:
First,

the

proposal must be bold.

The American people

and the Congress are finally willing to face up to the
Nation's energy crisis.
Production of petroleum liquids and
natural gas from synthetic fuels has captured the atten
tion and support of a broad spectrum of interests, including
labor,

industry and the media.

Consequently,

anything less

than the synthetic fuels goal of 2 MMBD in 1990,

established

in the Moorhead bill would be considered an inadequate
response (passed the House by a 368-25 vote. )

-2-

Now

is the best and perhaps the only

opportunity to place a

challenging goal before the Nation that will evoke broad

support and can be achieved by marshalling our great indus
trial and technical cap�city.
You should call for a maximum
effort.
W hile there is some disagreement as to how much
more than 2 MMBD can be achieved there is general agreement
that

there

this

level.

years

are no technical limits that would restrict us to
We

can always

reduce the goal in the coming

but it will be very difficult to

increase it.

Second, it is important to lay the basis for a potentially
rapid development of the synthetic fuels industry in the
1990's.

In

contrast to incremental conservation,

fuel

switching, and oil and gas supplies, where each addition
costs more, synthetic fuels provide readily expandable and
secure

vast
A

supplies at constant real prices based on

the Nation's

reserves of coal and shale.

convincing demonstration of the Nation's

capacity to

supplant imported oil has value not only for the direct
reduction in demand on world oil markets, but also for the
potential effect on OPEC pricing.
from

Deve lopment of a base

which further import reductions

can be readily obtained

would tend to place a cap on world oil prices as the OPEC
countries perceive the limit to their pricing power and the
threat to
Some

their markets and

of the other options,

revenues

at higher prices.

such as phasing oil out of

utility boilers and some of the production incentives for

heavy oil only accelerate import reductions that would take
place anyway.
The development of a synthetics industry,
however,
many

opens up large new supplies of liquid fuels fo r

decades

Third,

the

in the future.

import savings

must be credible.

The projected

import savings from the non-synthetic fuels initiatives in
the report of the Import Reduction Task Force assume passage
of legislation as submitted by the Administration.
Based on
experience in enacting the National Energy Act, the Adminis
tration's proposals are likely to be watered down.
Finally,
the projected import savings. generally

depend on a private

sector response that is always hard to estimate.

The situation with synthetic fuels stands in sharp. contrast.

Congress is willing to provide the Administration with the

necessary

legislative authorities and funds to

achieve an

ambi�ious target.
Unlike the other programs, the synthetic
fuels program does not require changes in behavior or
industrial

practice.

-3-

Adjustments to the goal for synthetic fuels could be made as
It makes little sense at this time,
we gain experience.
however, when there is such a strong need for the Congress
and the Executive Branch to move forward together on new
energy programs, to retreat from a strong but reasonable
target.
Whether the goal is achieved exactly in 1990
is less important than establishing a strong goal and
committing resources to its achievement.
I believe a successful initiative in synthetic fuels can
best be launched by a new corporation with policy and
operational ties to the Department of Energy.
There is
indication that a proposal to establish a separate new
cooperate entity will meet substantial resistance in·the
C ongress.
An identifiably separate entity is needed to
concentrate resources on the task and as a symbol of the
Nation's commitment.
It is important, however, not to waste
time in creating the new organization.
Much of the neces
sary expertise exists in the Department of Energy and· its
national laboratories as a result ·of the consolidation of
energy agencies in the Department of Energy.
Accordingly,
the best solution is to create an independent entity, which
can draw upon the resources at DOE, with the S�cretary of
Energy as C hairman of the Board and a separate Chief Executive O fficer who would be in charge of the day-to-day
management (Option C in the Task Force report).

·

·

Finally , no effort in synthetic fuels will bear· fruit if
some way is not found to short-circuit the procedural
impediments in permitting and judicial review that currently
threaten any major energy project in the Nation.
For this
reason, I think it is essential that a strong, centralized
expediting authority, such as an Energy Mobilization Board,
be adopted.
Option 4, as described in the Task Force
Memorandum, provides the necessary tools to move not only

synthetic fuels projects, but also other major energy
facilities.
If steps are not taken to reduce the endless
red-tape and court challenges, it will be impossible to meet
any reasonable import reduction goal in the future.
In summary,

I recommend:

--Option C of the Task Force report (a minimum of 2 MMBD
of synthetic fuels with other initiatives, including
conservation);
--The creation of an independent entity to manage the
synthetic fuels program with policy and operational
ties to the Department of Energy; and

-4-

--The creation of an Energy Mobilization Board to
exp edite the development of critical energy facilities.
Other

Issues to be Covered in the Memorandum

I recommend that three additional issues be covered in your
address to the Nation:
Alaska Natural Gas
The financial incentives for synfuels and utilities contained
in your program ma y reduce the private sector's wilringness
to undertake financing of the Alaska Natural Ga� Pipeline
project.
To assure that financing problems do not delay
this vital, near-term energy source, Presidential leadership
will be required.
I suggest that you support this project
in your energy message by announcing that you will call
project sponsors, industry representatives,· and members of

the financial community to the White House-to firm up
development and financing plans.
This action could give the
project a needed boost and ensure its development in the
1984-1985.period.
The Nuclear Option
·-

Nuclear energy will be an important element of a balanced
energy program.
The other members at the Tokyo Summit have
taken a strong position in favor of nuclear energy .
Presidential leadership will be required however, if the
nuclear option is to make a substantial contribution in this
country .
Draft language w hich addresses this issue is
attached for the President's message.
Dist.illate

Supplies

The Administration is committed to ensuring adequate supplies

of home heating oil this winter and has set a target stock
level of 240 million barrels of distillate by October.
To
assure attainment of the goal, DOE may be put in a position

of increasing distillate production at the expense of
gasoline production during the peak driving month of August
and in September.
One way to add about 10 million barrels per day to distillate
stocks over the next four months would be through temporary

w aivers of sulfur emission limits required by the Clean Air
Under this proposal, which is detailed in a separate
Act.
memorandum, health based air quality standards would not be
violated.

-5-

To deal w ith such situations in the future, some relatively
minor statutory changes would also be required in the Clean
Air Act.
These changes would allow extension of variances
if oil shortages continue and would provide a more flexible
b asis for granting temporary wa ivers under the Clean Air
Act.

Attachment

'

'

:�·

Attachment

Nuclear energy is now making a significant, useful contribu
tion to our energy economy.
In many parts of the country
nuclear

energy offers substantial economic and environmental

advantages over fossil fuels for electricity generation.
indigenous resource has the potential to become an even

This

greater contributor in the future.
But the extent to which
this potential will be realized depends upon actions which we
take now.
The central features of the Administration's
nuclear policy are:
o

o

expanded use of the light water reactor in a manner
that assures the public health and safety;
effective and responsible management of nuclear waste
materials;

o

continued attention to our nonproliferation goals to
assure that civilian nuclear power is not the source of
materials,or technology for use in nuclear explosives;
and

o

the effective research program aimed at providing
essentially inexhaustible nuclear energy on a timely
basis.

But policy is not action; and these goals cannot be achieved
unilaterally by this Administration.
It is essential that
nuclear opponents and advocates alike end the intransigence
that has thus far stalemated the progress which our Nation
urgently needs
We must work together to assure the safety of
the light water reactor
I look forward to the recommendations
•

.

•

.

of the Kemeny Commission, which I chartered after the Three
Mile Island accident to provide an independent assessment of
the ways to do this.
We must work together to assure the
safe and environmentally acceptable disposal of nuclear waste
materials; and we must continue our international leadership
in the nonproliferation arena.
I am confident that this Nation possesses in abundance the
technical and management skills to achieve these ends.
What
is needed is the alignment of our will with our abilities.
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THE: WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON
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MR.
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13,

1979

PRESIDENT:
p.m. this evening we received the two attached

In both memos, he
memoranda from Jim Schlesinger.
raises the issue of using Section llO(f) of the .
Clean Air Act as a means of potentially increasing
distillate stocks.
AS recently as this afternoon,
Schlesinger's senior staff told us this proposal may
well be unworkable.
EPA also has serious reservations
about whether this would in fact bring distillate to
the u.s. , though EPA is willing to use the 110 (f)
authority if it can increase stocks.
Given the environmental consequences of a Clean Air
Act waiver, the political controversy it would engender
and a major question about whether this authority should
be reserved for next winter, I recommend that you not
use this for your speeches Sunday and Monday.
On an expedited basis we will work with EPA and DOE
to try to design a Clean Air Act waiver program in which
we have confidence about the results.

If savings can be
realized in this area, I will get a memorandum to you
at the end of next week recommending that we support it.
I need not comment on the other points raised in the
Message on Energy memorandum because you have already
made your decisions. Jim's memo is not intended to
appeal your decisions but was to be recorded by you
before your decisions.

Stu Eizenstat

'

'

��wow is -the best and perhaps the only opportunity to place a
�hallenging goal before the Nation that will evoke broad
:support and can be achieved by marshalling our great indus
trial and technical capacity.
You should call for a maximum
�ffort.
While there is some disagreement as to how much
�more than 2 MMBD can be achieved there is general agreement
that th�re are no technical limits that would restrict us to
·this level.
we can always reduce the goal in the coming
years -but it will be very difficult to increase it.
�econd, it is important to lay the basis for a potentially
···rapid development of the synthetic fuels industry in the
�990's.
In contrast to incremental conservatiori, fuel
�switching, and oil and gas supplie�� where each addition
�costs more, synthetic fuels provide readily expandable and
secure supplies at constant real prices based on the Nation's
�vast reserves of coal and shale

•

. A "convincing demonstration of the Nation's

capacity to

supplant imported oil has value not only for the direct
reduction in demand on world oil markets, but also for the
potential effect on OPEC pricing.
Development of a base
£rom which further import.reductions can be readily obtained
"�ould tend to pl ace a cap on world oil prices as the OPEC
countries perceive the limit to their pricing power and the
·threat to their markets and revenues at higher prices.
Some of the other options,

such as phasing oil out of

�utility boilers and some of the production incentives for
•heavy oil only accelerate import reductions that would take
place anyway.
The development of a synthetics industry,
however, opens up large new supplies of liquid fuels for
;many decades in the future.
·�bird, the import savings mu�t be credible.
The projected
·import savings from the non-synthetic fuels initiatives in
·the Teport of the Import Reduction Task Force assume passage
·:of -legislation as submitted by the Ad ministration.
Based on
-experience in enacting the National Energy Act, the Adminis
·tration's proposals are likely to be watered down.
Fincilly,
the projected .import savings generally depend on a private
"Sector response that is always hard to estimate.
The situation with synthetic fuels stands in sharp contrast.
Congress is willing to provide the Administration with the
necessary legislative authorities and_funds to achieve an
ambitious target.
Unlike the other programs, the synthetic
�uels program does not require changes in behavior or
industrial pr�ctice.

'

'
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Adjustments to the goal for synthetic fuels could be made as
we gain experience.
It makes little sense at this time,
however, when there is such a strong need for the Congress
and the Executive Branch to move forward together on new
energy programs, to retreat from a strong but reasonable
Whether the goal is achieved exactly in 1990
target.
is less important than establishing a strong goal and
committing resources to its achievement.

I believe a successful initiative in synthetic fuels can
best be launched by a new corporation with policy-and
operational ties to the Department of Energy.
There is
indication that a proposal to establish a separate new
cooperate entity will meet substantial resistance in the
Congress.
An identifiably separate entity is needed to
concentrate resources on the task and as a symbol of the
Nation's commitment.
It is important, however, not to waste
time in creating the new organization.
Much of the neces
sary expertise exists in the Department of Energy and its
national laboratories as a result of the consolidation of
energy agencies in the Department of Energy.
Accordingly,
the best solution is to create an independent entity, which
can draw upon the resources at DOE, with the Secretary of
Energy as Chairman of the Board and a separate Chief Execu
tive Officer who would be in charge of the day-to-day
management (Option C in the Task Force report).
Finally , no effort in synthetic fuels will bear fruit if
some way is not found to short-circuit the procedural
impediments in permitting and judicial review that currently
threaten any major energy project in the Nation.
For this
reason, I think it is essential that a strong, centralized
expediting authority, such as an Energy Mobilization Board,
be adopted.
Option 4, as described in the Task Force
Memorandum, provides the necessary tools to move not only
synthetic fuels projects, bu t also other major energy
facilities.
If steps are not taken to reduce the endless
red-tape and court challenges, it will be impossible to meet
any reasonable import reduction goal in the future.
In summary,

I recommend:

--Option C of the Task Force report (a minimum of 2 MMBD
of synthetic fuels with other initiatives, including
conservation);
--The creation of an independent entity to manage the
synthetic fuels program with policy and operational
ties to the Department of Energy; and

'

'

-

4

-

·'

·-�he creation of an Energy Mobilization Board to
expedite the development of critical energy facilities.
Other Issues to be Covered in the Memorandum

I

recommend that three additional issues be covered in your

.�ddress to the Nation:
Alaska Natural Gas

�The financial incentives for synfuels and utilities contained
in your program may reduce the private sector's willingness
-to undertake financing of the Alaska Natural Gas Pipeline
�roject.
To assure that financing problems do not delay
this vital, near-term energy source, Presidential leadership
��ill be required.
I suggest that you support this project
in·your energy message by announcing that you will call
project sponsors, industry representatives, and members of
the financial community to the White House to firm up
�evelopment and financing plans.
This action could give the
project a needed boost and ensure its development in the
1984-1985 period.
The Nuclear Option
Nuclear energy will be an important element of a balanced
energy program.
The other members at the Tokyo Summit have
taken a strong position in favor of nuclear energy .
Presidential leadership will be required however, if the
=nuclear option is to make a substantial contribution in this
country .
Draft languag.e which addresses this issue is
�ttached for the President's message.
Distillate Supplies

The Administration is committed to ensuring adequate supplies
of home heating oil this winter and has set a target stock
�evel of 240 million barrels of distillate by October.
To
assure attainment of the goal, DOE may be put in a position
of increasing distillate production at the expense of
:gasoline production during the peak driving month of August
and in September.
One way to add about 10 million barrels per day to distillate
stocks over the next four months would be through temporary
waivers of sulfur emission limits required by the Clean Air
Act.
Under this proposal, which is detailed in a separate
memorandum, health based air quality standards would not be
'Violated.

-

s

-

To deal with such situations in the future, some relatively
minor statutory changes would also be required in the Clean
A ir Act.
These changes would allow ext ensi on of variances
if oil shortages continu e and wo uld provide a more flexible
basis for granting temp orary wa iv ers under the Clean Air
Act.

Attachment

Attachment

Nuclear energy is now making a significant,
tion to our energy economy.

useful contribu

In many parts of the country

nuclear energy offers substantial economic and environmental
advantages over fossil fuels for electricity generation�

This

indigenous resource has the potential to become an even
greater contributor in the future.
But the extent to which
this potential will be realized depends upon ,actions which we
·

take now.
The central features of the Administration's
nuclear policy are:
o

o

expanded use of the light water reactor in a manner
that assures the public health and safety;
effective and responsible management of nuclear waste
materials;

o

continued attention to our nonproliferation goals to
assure that civilian nuclear power is not the source of
materials or technology for use in nuclear explosives;
and

o

the effective research program aimed at providing
essentially inexhaustible nuclear energy on a timely
basis.

But policy is not action; and these goals cannot be achieved
unilaterally by this Administration.
It is essential that
nuclear opponents and advocates alike end the intransigence
that has thus far stalemated the progress which our Nation
urgently needs.
We must work together to assure the safety of
the light water reactor.
I look forward to the recommendations
of the Kemeny Commission, which I chartered after the Three
Mile Island accident to provide an independent assessment of
the ways to do this.
We must work together to assure the
-·.-safe·.·and environmentally acceptable disposal of nuclear waste
materials; and we must continue our international leadership
in the nonproliferation arena.
I am confident that this Nation possesses in abundance the
technical and management skills to achieve these ends.
What
is needed is the alignment of our will with our abilities.
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MEMORANDUM F OR:

THE PRESIDENT

FROM:

JIM SCHLESING R

S UBJECT:

�

Section

llO(f) Waivers of

�

the Clean'Air

Act to Increase Distillate Supply

I continue to be concerned over the level of distillate
stocks and the pace of building those stocks toward safe
levels for this winter, despite measures already taken.
Last week primary distillate stocks were at 148 million
barrels (MMB)--slightly above the estimated minimal accept
able level for this time of year, and more than 15 MMB
below the level for the same week of last year.
In order to
reach the October target stock level of 240 MMB, an average
of about 800 t housand barrels per day would have to be added
to distillate stocks over the next three months.
Only in
the last three weeks have distillate stocks increased at an
acceptable rate; stock additions over the preceding six
weeks averaged around ·270 tbousand barre��

a day.

Although

the present rate of stock accumulation is expected to
continue, achievement of the October target is by no
means assured.
Distillate supply could be increased without reducing
gasoline availability by temporary waivers of the sulfur
emission limits required by the Clean Air Act.
Such waivers
could save an estimated 100 thousand barrels per day
of

vacuum

gasoil that would otherwise be blended into

residual oil (r esid) in the Caribbean to lower the sulfur
content.
The gasoil is a feedstock which may be processed
to yield a high proportion of distillate.
These waivers of
sulfur emission limits can remain in effect for only 4
months, roughly coinciding with the period of stock build-up.
About 10 million barrels could be added to distillate stocks
by these environmental waivers.

Department of Energy
Washington, D.C. 20585
July 13,

MEMORANDUM

THE PRESIDENT

FOR:

FROM:
SUBJECT:

1979

"IM SCHLESINGER
Message on Energy

�

Your upcoming energy address offers an opportunity to exert
leadership and to develop consensus on the major elements of
energy policy .
The Administration can expand upon existing
Congressional efforts by providing a coherent strategy and a
balanced program of import reductions from synthetic fuels
To do so, the program must be bold and
and other options.
credible, and it must lay the basis for continuing import
reductions.
Import Reduction Task

Force Proposals

I recommend option C in the report of the Import Reduction
Task Force, which proposes a 4 MMBD i mport reduction goal
for 1990 to be achieved by at least 2 MMBD of synthetic
fuels production and 2 MMBD through increased production and
fuel switching.
In addition, conservation initiatives for
residential retrofits and auto fuel efficiency should be
added to provide balance to the overall program.
These recommendations are based on the following considera
tions:
First, the proposal must be bold.
The American people
and the Congress are finally willing to face up to the
Nation's energy crisis .
Production of petroleum liquids and
natural gas from synthetic fuels has captured the atten
tion and support of a broad spectrum of interests, including
labor, industry and the media.
Consequently, anything less
than the synthetic fuels goal of 2 M�BD in 1990, established
in the Moorhead bill would be considered an inadequate
response (passed the House by a 368-25 vote.)

..

'

,

..

j ..

I

2

The policy issue here is one of balance between adequate
gasoline and distillate supplies and lower prices, and a

temporary lifting of environmental controls .
Although
environmental controls are important for the long term
protection of public health, the potential impact of distil
late or gasoline shortages on health and safety, not to
mention the cost and inconvenience imposed by shortages,
leads me to conclude that a temporary and selective relaxa
tion of environmental controls would be the best policy.
If
the overall supply situation improves with increased crude
imports and higher refinery yields , then the environmental
controls could be placed back into effect.
The main con
sideration is to gain flexibility in managing the current
crisis without exacerbating the gasbline-problem or causing
a distillate shortage this winter.
·

The overall effect of these temporary waivers on the environ
ment would be minimal. A preliminary revi ew of air quality
for East Coast states, which are those principally affected,
shows that somewhat higher sulfur resid could be burned in
most powerplants without violating the health standards for
sulfur dioxide and particulates.
To guard against any
adverse health effects in local areas, waiver plans could be
tailored to exclude those few areas where increased sulfur
dioxide emissions would have a significant potential impact
In any case, sulfur oxides present a
on public health.
long-term threat to health and they should have little
short-term impact over � four�mo�fh perio � �
The legal authorities that would be used to free up distil
l ate supplies are contained in the National En ergy Act (Fuel
Use Act) and the -Clean Air Act.
Under the recommended
approach, the President would prohibit the use of low
sulfur resid in specified plants under the Fuel Use Act,
upon a finding that a severe energy supply interrup tion
exists. Facilities which are ordered off low sulfur resid
may then request a waiver of sulfur emission �imits under
the emergency variance provisions of the Clean Air Act
(this procedure is described more thoroughly in Ta b A).
The
following steps would be taken by DOE and EPA to implement
the recommended program:
o

o

.

DOE and EPA would identify power plants presently
burning residual oil of less than 1% sulfur.
·

The President's prohibition order for individual
plants would contain the follow ing conditions:

..

.
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the plant would have to show
Caribbean refiner,

it

is supplied by a

plant would have to demonstrate through a
certification provided by the Caribbean refinery

the

that the waiver will result in imported
from the Caribbean,

DOE

gasoil

.

·

would determine that the plant does not have

natural gas available to it as an alternative
fuel,

EPA would determine that the use of higher sulfur
residual oil through November 15, 1979 will not
violate primary ambient air quality

standards and

for plants meeting these conditions,

grant section llO(f)
o

DOE

w aivers within two weeks.

will monitor imports of gasoil

origin

EPA will

by

refinery

to determine increases in gasoil imports

of

resulting from the waivers.

EPA has raised questions as to whether the gasoil

will

actually be imported into the U.S.
The Department believes
that, through certification by refiners that the product will

be shipped to the u.s. , coupled with reporting of gasoil
imports, there will be adequate assurance the U.S. will
receive additional gasoil i� exchange for l lO(f) w aivers.
In addition, the Department is planning to provide entitle
ment benefits for gasoil, which will provide an economic
incentiv e to bring this product into the u.s.
- To deal adequately with continued shortages and future
supply interruptions, some statutory changes are needed to

provide adequate flexibilty to provide certain Clean Air Act
In particular, present authority in the Fuel Use
waivers.
Act ·should be changed to permit State implementation plan
requirements to be suspended by Governors for the duration

of any prohibition order.
This change would allow extensions
of environmental waivers and streamline the waiver process.

Tab B contains the proposed amendment to FUA.
If enacted in
the next four months, this amendment would provide additional
flexibility

this winter and next

year as needed.

Recommendation

I recommend the immediate granting of environmental waivers
and submission of legislation to provide flexibility in the
future.

,.•

TAB A
LEGAL ACTION NECESSARY TO OBTAIN' SECTION llO(f)

WAIVERS

Section llO(f) of the Clean Air Act is a measure requiring
four separate Federal or state actions prior to the granting
of a temporary, one-time, 4-month waiver.
After application
by a fuel burning stationary source, the Governor of a State
may petition the President to determine that a national or
regional emergency exists.
Following such determination by
the President, the Governor must then make two findings,
which are discussed below, prior to issuing a waiver.
EPA
then has the power to approve or disapprove the suspension
(waiver) request.
Prior to the issuance of a waiver, a State Governor must
determine that emergency shortage of energy supplies for
powerplants, buildings, or industrial plants exists and
is presently affecting employment or residential energy
This provision arguably prevents
supplies in his State.
use of llO(f) waivers in anticipatory and preventive situa
tions such as the one the nation now faces with respect to
middle distillates.
An indirect method is available,
however, by which the provisions of the Powerplant and
Industrial Fuel Use Act (FUA) can be used to create the type
of fuel shortage which is required to activate s ection
llO(f)

of the Clean Air Act.

Under section

404(b)

of FUA,

the President has the authority

to prohibit given utility powerplants and industrial fuel
·burners from burning any specified petroleum product, such
as low sulfur resid.
As a condition, the President must
have declared a severe energy supply interruption under
section 3(8) of the Energy Policy and Conservation Act.
This supply interruption finding is identical to that
necessary to implement the Emergency Building Temperature
Restriction Program.·
Facilities that are ordered off middle distillate may then
request the four-month waiver of the sulfur limitations
placed on them by their state implementation plans, pursuant
.
to section llO(f) of the Clean Air Act.
The section 404
prohibition would continue for 90 days and extension would
require Congressional approval.

.

,}' ..
....
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TAB B
'PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO
-404 POWERPLANT AND INDUSTRIAL FUEL USE ACT

(Pub. L. 95-620)
�.;(b.) �MERGENCY PROHIBITION ON USE OF NATURAL GAS OR PETROLEUM
�fthe President declares a severe energy supply interruption, as defined in section 3(8) of the Energy Policy and
.conservation Act, the President may, by order, prohibit any.
·�lectric powerplant or major fuel-b urning installation from
·using natural gas or petroleum, or both, as a primary energy
Notwithstand
·:source for the duration of such interruption.
··ing any other provision of this section, any suspension of
�emission limitations or other requirements of applicable
-implementation plans, as defined in section llO{d) of the
i!Clean Air Act , required by such prohibition shall be issued
1only in accordance with section llO(f) of the Clean Air
·Act] by the Governor of the State in which the affected
source is located, upon application by the owner orroperator
of such source, and after notice and opportunity-£or public
hearing, and shall remain effective for the .same period as
.such prohibition order.

:-'•
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Department of Energy
Washington, D.C. 20585

July 13,

NOTE TO BILL

SIMON

Pursuant to

my telep hone call attached

part

message I sent you earlier.

If

the

you send

care
If

of

of

you

1979

it up

tomorrow I

believe

is

the second

it will take

it.
have

any questions call me.

Thanks.

Secretary

Attachment

Department of Energy
Washington, D.C. 20585
July

MEMORANDUM

FOR:

13,

1979

THE PRESIDENT

FROM:

JIM SCHLESINGER

SUBJECT:

Section

�
�

llO(f) Waivers of the Clean Air

Act to Increase Distillate Supply

I c ontinue to be concerned over the level of distillate
stocks and the pace of building those stocks toward safe
levels for this winter,
Last week
barrels

despite measures

primary distillate stocks were at 14 8 million

(MMB)--slightly above the estimated minimal accept

able level for this time of year,
below

already taken.

and more than 15 MMB
In order to

the level for the same week of last year.

reach the October target stock level of 240 MMB,
of about
to

800

thousand barrels

an average

per day would

distillate stocks over the next

have to be added
Only in
three months.

the last three weeks have distillate stocks increased at an
acceptable

rate;

stock additions over the preceding six

weeks averaged around 270 thousand barrels a day.

Although

the present rate of stock accumulation is expected to
continue, achievement of the October target is by no
means assured.
Distillate supply could be increased without reducing
gasoline availability by temporary waivers of the sulfur
emission limits required by the Clean Air Act.
Such waivers
could save
of

vacuum

an estimated 100 thousand barrels

per day

gasoil that would otherwise be blended into

residual oil

(resid) in the Caribbean to lower the sulfur

content.
The gasoil is a feedstock which may be processed
to yield a high proportion of distillate.
These waivers of
sulfur emission limits can remain in effect for only 4
months, roughly coinciding with the period of stock build-up.
About 10 million barrels coul d be added to distillate stocks
by

these environmental waivers.
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The policy issue here is one of balance between adequate
gasoline and distillate supplies and lower prices, and a
temporary lifting of environmental controls .
Although
environmental controls are important for the long term
protection of public health, the potential impact of distil
late or gasoline shortages on health and safety, not to
mention the cost and inconvenience imposed by shortages,
leads me to conclude that a temporary and selective relaxa
If
tion of environmental controls would be the best policy.
the overall supply situation improves with increased crude
imports and higher refinery yields, then the environmental
controls could be placed back into effect.
The main con
sideration is to gain flexibility_in managing the current
crisis without exacerbating the gasoline problem or causing
a distillate shortage this winter.
The overall effect of these temporary waivers on the environ
ment would be minimal. A preliminary review of air quality
for East Coast states, which are those principally affected,
shows that somewhat higher sulfur resid could be burned in
most powerplants without violating the health standards for
sulfur dioxide and particulates.
To guard against any
adverse health effects in local areas, waiver plans could be
tailored to exclude those few areas where increased sulfur
dioxide emissions would have a significant potential impact
In any case, sulfur oxides present a
on public health.
long-term threat to health and they should have little
short-term impact over a four-month period.
The legal authorities that would be used to free up distil
late supplies are contained in the National En ergy Act (Fuel
Use Act) and the Clean Air Act.
Under the recommended
approach, the President would prohibit the use of low
sulfur resid in specified plants under the Fuel Use Act,
upon a finding that a severe energy supply interruption
exists. Facilities which are ordered off low sulfur resid
may then request a waiver of sulfur emission ·limits under
the emergency variance provisions of the Clean Air Act
(this procedure is described more thoroughly in Tab A).
The
following steps would be taken by DOE and EPA to implement
the recommended program:
o

DOE and EPA would identify power plants presently
burning residual oil of less than 1% s ulfur.

o

The President's prohibition order for individual
plants would contain the follow ing conditions:

3

the plant would have to show it is supplied by a
Caribbean refiner,
the plant would have to demonstrate through a
certification provided by the Caribbean refinery
that the waiver will result in imported gasoil
from the Caribbean,
DOE would determine that the plant does not have
natural gas available to it as an alternative
fuel,
EPA would determine that the use of higher sulfur
residual oil through November 15, 1979 will not
violate primary ambient air quality standards and
for plants meeting these conditions,

grant section llO(f)
o

EPA

w aivers within two

will

weeks.

DOE will monitor imports of gasoil by refinery of
origin to determine increases in gasoil imports
resulting from the waivers�

EPA has raised questions as to whether the gasoil will
actually be imported into the u.s.
The Department believes
that, through certification by refiners that the product will
be shipped to the u.s. , coupled with reporting of gasoil
imports, there will be adequate assurance the u.s. will
receive additional gasoil in exchange for llO(f) w aivers.
In addition, the Department is planning to provide entitle.ment benefits for gasoil, which will provide an economic
incentive to bring this product into the u.s.
- �o deal adequately with continued shortages and future
supply interruptions, some statutory changes ire needed to
provide adequate flexibilty to provide certain Clean Air Act
waivers.
In particular, present authority in the Fuel Use
Act should be changed to permit State implementation plan
requirements to be suspended by Governors for the duration
of any prohibition order.
This change would allow extensions
of environmental waivers and streamline the waiver process.
If enacted in
Tab B contains the proposed amendment to FUA.

the next fpur months, this amendment would provide additional
flexibility this winter and next year as needed.
Recommendation
I recommend the immediate granting of environmental waivers
and submission of· legislation to provide flexibility in the
future.

TAB
LEGAL ACTION

A

NECESSARY TO OBTAIN

Section llO{f)

SECTION llO{f)

WAIVERS

of the Clean Air Act is a measure requiring

four separate Federal or state actions prior to the granting
of a temporary,

one-time,

4-month waiver.

by a fuel burning stationary source,

After application

the Governor of a State

may petition the President to determine that a national or
regional emergency exists.
the President,

Following such determination by

the Governor must then make two findings,

which are discussed below,

prior to issuing a waiver.

EPA

then has the power to approve or disapprove the suspension
{waiver)

request.

Prior to the issuance of a waiver,

a State Governor must

determine that emergency shortage of energy supplies for
powerplants,

buildings,

or industrial plants exists and

is presently affecting employment or reside�tial energy
supplies in his State.
use of llO{f)
tions such
middle

as the one the nation now faces with respect to

distillates.

however,

This provision arguably prevents

waivers in anticipatory and preventive situaAn indirect method is available,

by which the provisions of the Powerplant and

Industrial Fuel Use Act {FUA)

can be used to create the type

of fuel shortage which is required to activate section
llO{f)

of the Clean Air

Under section 404{b)

Act.

of FUA,

the President has the authority

to prohibit given utility powerplants and industrial fuel
burners from burning any specified petroleum product, such
as low sulfur resid.
As a condition, the President must
have

declared a severe energy supply interruption under

section

3{8)

of the Energy Policy and Conservation Act.

This supply interruption finding is identical to that
necessary to implement the Emergency Building Temperature
Restriction

Program.

Facilities that are ordered off middle distillate may then
request the four-month waiver of the sulfur limitations
placed on them by their state implementation plans, pursuant
.
to section llO{f) of the Clean Air Act.
The section 404
prohibition would continue for 90 days and extension would
require

Congressional approval.

..

.

.

..

TAB B
PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO

404 POWE RPLANT AND INDUSTRIAL FUEL USE ACT (Pub.

(b)

EME RGENCY

L. 95-620)
PROHIBITION ON USE OF NATU RAL GAS OR PETROLEUM

If the President declares a severe

energy supply interrup

tion, as defined in section 3(8) of the Energy Policy and
Conservation Act, the President may, by order, prohibit any
electric powerplant or major fuel-burning installation from
using natural gas or petroleum, or both, as a primary energy
source for the duration of such interruption.
Notwithstand
ing any other provision of this section, any suspension of
emission limitations or other requirements of applicable
implementation plans, as defined in section llO(d) of the
Clean Air Act, required by such prohibition shall be issued
[only in accordance with section llO(f) of the Clean Air
Act] by the Governor of the State in which the affected
source is located, upon application by the owner or operator
of such source, and after notice and opportunity for public
hearing, and shall remain effective for the same period as
such prohibition order.
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Department of Energy
Washington, D.C. 20585
July

FOR:

MEMORANDUM

13,

1979

PRESIDENT

THE

J)M SCHLESINGER

FROM:

Message on Energy

SUBJECT:

Your upcoming energy

�

address offers an opportunity to exert

leadership and to develop consensus on the major elements of
energy

policy .

The Administration can expand

Congressional efforts
balanced
and

program

other

credible,

by providing a

upon existing

coherent

strategy and a

of import reductions from synthetic fuels

options.

To

do so,

the

program

must

be bold and

and it must lay the basis for continuing import

reductions.
Import Reduction Task Force Proposals
I r ecommend option C in the report of the Import Reduction
Task Force, which proposes a 4 MMBD i mport reduction goal
for

1990 to

fuels

be achieved by at

production and 2 MMBD

fuel switching.

least 2 MMBD of synthetic

through increased production and

In addition,

conservation initiatives for

residential retrofits and auto fuel efficiency
added to provide balance to
These

recommendations are

should be

the overall program.

based on the following considera

tions:
First,

the proposal must be

bold.

The American people

and the Congress are finally willing to face up to the
Production of petroleum liquids
Nation's energy crisis.
natural

gas

tion and
labor,

from synthetic fuels

support of a broad spectrum

industry and the media.

and

has captured the atten
of

interests,

Consequently,

including

anything less

than the synthetic fuels goal of 2 MMBD in 1990, established
in the Moorhead bill would be considered an inadequate
response

(passed the House by

a 368-25 v ote.)

-2-

Now is the

best and perhaps the only

challenging

opportunity

to place a

goal before the Nation that will evoke broad

support and can be achieved by marshalling our great indus
trial and technical capacity.
You should call for a maximum
effort.

While there is some disagreement as to

how much

more
that

than 2 MMBD c an be achieved there is general agreement
there are no technical limits that would restrict us to

this

level.

years

We

can always reduce the goal

but it will be very difficult to

in the corning

increase it.

it is important to lay the basis for a potentially

Second,
rapid

development of the synthetic fuels industry
In contrast to incremental conservation,
1990's .

switching,
costs

and oil

more,

and

synthetic

gas supplies,

where

each addition

fuels provide readily

secure supplies at constant

in the
fuel

expandable and

real pr ices based on

the Nation's

reserves of coal and shale.

vast

A convincing demonstration of the Nation's
supplant imported oil has value not only
reduction in demand on world oil markets,
potential effect on OPEC
from

which

pricing.

capacity to

for

the direct

but

also

Development of

for the
a base

further import reductions can be readily obtained

would tend to place a cap on world oil prices as the OPEC
countries perceive the limit to their pricing power and the
threat to their markets and
Some of

the other options,

utility boilers and
heavy

oil

many

such as phasing oil out of

some of

the production incentives for

only accelerate import reductions that would

place anyway.
however,

revenues at higher prices.

The developm ent of a synthetics

take

industry,

opens up large new supplies of liquid fuels

for

decades in the future.

Third,

the

import savings

must be credible.

The projected

import savings from the non-synthetic fuels initiatives in
the

report

of

the

Import

Reduction Task

Force assume passage

of legislation as submitted by the Ad ministration.
Based on
experience in enacting the National Energy Act, the Adminis
tration's proposals are likely to be watered down.
Finally,
the projected import savings generally depend on a private
sector response that is always hard to estimate.
The situation

with synthetic fuels stands in sharp contrast.

Congress is willing to provide the Administration with the
necessary

legislative authorities and funds to achieve an

Unlike the other programs, the synthetic
ambitious target.
fuels program does not require changes in behavior or
industrial

practice.

-3-

Adju stments to the goal for synthetic fuels could be made as
we gain experience.
It makes little sense at this time,
however, when there is such a strong need for the Congress
and the Executive Branch to move forward together on new
energy programs, to retreat from a strong but reasonable
target.
Whether the goal is achieved exactly in 1990
is less important than establishing a strong goal and
committing resources to its achievement.
I believe a successful initiative in synthetic fuels can
best be launched by a new corporation with policy and
operational ties to the Department of Energy.
T here is
indication that a proposal to establish a separate new
·cooperate entity will meet substantial resistance in the
Congress.
An identifiably separate entity is needed to
concentrate resources on the task and as a symbol of the
Nation's commitment.
It is important, however, not to waste
Much of the neces
time in creating the new organization.
sary expertise exists in the Department of Energy and its
national laboratories as a result of the consolidation of
energy agencies in the Department of Energy.
Accordingly ,
the best solution is to create an independent entity, which
can draw upon the resources at DOE, with the Secretary of
Energy as Chairman of the Board and a separate Chief Execu
tive Officer who would be in charge of the day-to-day
management (Option C in the Task Force report).
Finally, no effort in synthetic fuels will bear fruit if
some way is not found to short-circuit the procedural
impediments in permitting and judicial review that currently
threaten any major energy project in the Nation.
F6r this
reason, I think it is essential that a strong, centralized
expediting authority, such as an Energy Mobilization Board,
be adopted.
Option 4, as described in the Task Force
Memorandum, provides the necessary tools to move not only
synthetic fuels projects, but also other major energy
facilities.
If steps are not taken to reduce the endless
red-tape and court challenges, it will be impossible to meet
any reasonable import reduction goal in the future.
In

summary,

I recommend:

--Option C of the Task Force report

(a

minimum of 2

of synthetic fuels with other initiatives,
conservation);

MMBD

including

--The creation of an independent entity to manage the
synthetic fuels program with policy and operational
ties to the Department of Energy; and

-4-

--The creation of an Energy Mobilization Board to
expedite the development of critical energy facilities.
Other

Issues to be Covered in the Memorandum

I recommend that three additional issues be covered in your
address to the Nation:
Alaska Natural Gas
The financial incentives for synfuels and utilities contained
in your program may reduce the private sector's willingness
to undertake financing of the Alaska Natural Gas Pipeline
project.
To assure that financing problems do not delay
this vital, near-term energy source, Presidential leadership
will be required.
I suggest that you support this project
in your energy message by announcing that you will call
project sponsors, industry representatives, and members of
the financial community to the White House to firm up
development and financing plans.
This action could give the
project a needed boost

and ensure its development in the

1984-198S.period.
The Nuclear Option
Nuclear energy will be an important element of a balanced
energy program.
The other members at the Tokyo Summit have
taken a strong position in favor of nuclear energy .
Presidential leadership will be required however, if the
nuclear option is to make a substantial contribution in this
country .
Draft language which addresses this issue is
attached for the President's message.
Distillate Supplies
The Administration is committed to ensuring adequate supplies
of home heating oil this winter and has set a target stock
level of 240 million barrels of distillate by October.
To
assure attainment of the goal, DOE m ay be put in a position
of increasing distillate production at the expense of
gasoline production during the peak driving month of August
and in September.
One way to add about 10 million barrels per day to distillate
stocks over the next four months would be through temporary
waivers of sulfur emission limits required by the Clean Air
Ac t.
Under this proposal, which is detailed in a separate
memorandum, health based air quality standards would not be
violated.

-

5

-

To deal w ith such situations in the future, some relatively
minor statutory changes would also be required in the Clean
Air Act•

These changes would allow

extension of variances

if o il shortages continue and wo uld provide a more flexible
basis for granting temporary wa ivers under the Clean Air
Act.

Attachment

...

.
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Attachment

Nuclear energy is now making a significant,
tion to our energy economy.

useful contribu

In many parts of the country

nuclear energy offers substantial economic and environmental
advantages over fossil fuels for electricity generation.
This
indigenous resource has the potential to become an even
greater contributor in the future.
But the extent to which
this potential will be realized depends upon actions which we
take now.
The central features of the Administration's
nuclear policy are:
o

expanded use of the light water reactor in a manner
that assures the public health and safety;

o

effective and responsible management of nuclear waste
materials;

o

continued attention to our nonproliferation goals to
assure that civilian nuclear power is not the source of
materials. or technology for use in nuclear explosives;
and

o

the effective research program aimed at providing
essentially inexhaustible nuclear energy on a timely
basis.

But policy is not action; and these goals cannot be achieved
It is essential that
unilaterally by this Administration.
nuclear opponents and advocates alike end the intransigence
that has thus far stalemated the progress which our Nation
urgently needs.
We must work together to assure the safety of
the light water reactor.
I look forward to the recommendations
of the Kemeny Commission, which I chartered after the Three
Mile Island accident to provide an independent assessment of
the ways to do this.

We must work together to assure the

safe and environmentally acceptable disposal of nuclear waste
materials; and we must continue our international leadership
in the nonproliferation arena.
I am confident that this Nation possesses in abundance the
technical and management skills to achieve these ends.
What
is needed is the alignment of our will with our abilities.

